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1. INTRODUCTION 
The two most important constructions in combinatorial group theory are 
the coproduct with amalgamation and the construction introduced by 
Higman, Neumann, and Neumann in [ 171 and therefore subsequently called 
the HNN construction; these two constructions generally occur closely 
intertwined. By contrast, the efforts of combinatorial ring theory have been 
concentrated on coproducts with amalgamation (e.g., [2]) while interest in 
the HNN ring construction has been confined to algebraic K-theory (e.g., 
[ 16, 261). The purpose of this article is to present a unified foundation for 
the theory of the HNN ring construction based largely on analogy with what 
is known for coproducts. 
Let us fix our conventions and notation. 
All rings will be associative with a 1, and the 1 is to be respected by ring 
homomorphisms and module actions. 
Let K, A be two rings, and a: K + A, p: K + A two ring homomorphisms. 
The associated HNN construction is the ring R presented on the generators 
and relations of A together with two new generators t, t ’ and new relations 
saying that t, t- ’ are mutually inverse and that tr ’ a(k) t = p(kj for all 
k E K. With this presentation, R is an A-ring; that is, there is specified a ring 
homomorphism q: A + R. 
Throughout this article the above symbols will retain the same meaning. 
One can specify R in terms of universal properties as the A-ring universal 
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with a distinguished unit I such that the inner automorphism i,: R -+ R, 
I- t, t - ‘rt, makes the diagram 
A “,R 
commute. There is another way of describing this. A right A-module M,d 
can be viewed as a right K-module by pullback along either cz or /I and 
the resulting K-module will be denoted M, or M,, respectively, and a 
similar convention applies on the left. Right multiplication by t then 
defines an isomorphism RRn + RRD of (R, K) bimodules, and R is the A- 
ring universal with a distinguished such isomorphism. In the notation of [3], 
R = A(t, t-‘:A, 2x0), and in the modified notation introduced in [4], 
R=A(t,t-‘:@A,$A8). 
Throughout we shall use a to make A into a K-ring and shall view /I as a 
homomorphism from K to the K-ring A. With this convention in mind we 
denote the HNN construction by A,(& t - ‘; /3). This notation is intended to 
be reminiscent of the familiar case where a is an isomorphism, so we can 
identify K and A, and the HNN construction reduces to the skew Laurent- 
polynomial ring A[t, f-‘; p]. 
It is useful to know that R can be written as the skew Laurent polynomial 
ring S[r, f-‘; a], where S is the countable coproduct S = . . . ,A, & ,A, 
UK JL3 a” whose image in R is a.. f’At-’ Ulnr-,tAt-’ U,A .a. and u is 
the right-shift automorphism corresponding to conjugation by f. It is 
straightforward to verify that A -+ S[t, t-‘; 01 has the universal HNN 
property and hence S[t, t-‘; o] = A,(t, t-‘; /I). Since skew Laurent- 
polynomial rings are reasonably well understood it might be hoped that 
information about coproducts now easily translates to HNN constructions: 
this is certainly true in some cases, but usually information gets lost in 
passing to the skew Laurent-polynomial ring and we must resort to other 
methods. 
So far we have recounted the basic folklore on HNN ring constructions, 
and we can now briefly sketch what is done in this article. In Section 2 we 
recall some global dimension inequalities which have appeared elsewhere 
] 14, 2 11. Under quite mild hypotheses that cannot be altogether omitted, 
r.gl.dim R is bounded above by 
r.gl.dim A 
11 + r.gl.dim A 
if r.gl.dim K < r.gl.dim A 
if r.gl.dim K > r.gl.dim A. 
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In Section 3, the procedure developed by Cohn [S] for analysing a 
coproduct as a direct limit is tailored to lit the description of the HNN 
construction used by Waldhausen [26] who attributes it to Cappell. In 
Section 4, still following Cohn, we find the machinery of Section 3 works 
best where ,A, oA are faithfully flat; it is shown in Section 5 that this 
hypothesis suffices for, among other things, R to be right coherent whenever 
A is right coherent and K is right Noetherian. which generalizes [26. 
Proposition 4.1(2)]. A n example adapted from [ 141 shows that faithful 
flatness cannot be weakened to, say, flatness. (It should be noted that Cohn’s 
result permits a similar generalization of the corresponding theorem for 
coproducts [7]; [16,Remark 1.101; [26, Proposition4.1(1)]). 
The next section, 6, presents quite general conditions under which the 
direct limit structure on R can be converted into a graded structure on left R- 
modules induced from A, that is, of the form R @ AMO for some left A- 
module M,. (Here again, the corresponding remarks for coproducts have yet 
to appear in the literature.) At this point we restrict a, ,L3 to be injective and K 
to be completely reducible, that is, a finite direct product of matrix rings over 
skew fields or. equivalently, r.gl.dim K = 0. Sections 7-9 are devoted to 
reproducing the HNN analogue of Bergman’s thorough coproduct analysis 
[2]. In Section 7 an argument based on relining the graded structure of 
R @ ,dMo shows that each of the submodules of R @ ,,M, is (isomorphic to) 
an R-module induced from A. Since every free R-module is induced from A. 
this says in particular that every projective R-module is induced from A. A 
similarly based argument in Section 8 gives a useful decomposition for 
surjective homomorphisms between finitely generated R-modules induced 
from A. One consequence is that the semigroup (under 0) of (isomorphism 
classes of) finitely generated left R-modules induced from A can be described 
as the coequalizer of the two semigroup homomorphisms from “finitely 
generated K-modules” to %nitely generated A-modules.” The subsemigroup 
of all finitely generated projective R-modules can similarly be described as 
the coequalizer of the same two homomorphisms with their common 
codomain restricted to the subsemigroup of all finitely generated projective 
A-modules. 
In Section 9, K is (further) restricted to be a skew field, and this forces R 
to acquire many of the module theoretic properties of A. From the preceding 
result, A and R have isomorphic semigroups of finitely generated projectives. 
If one of A, R is a fir or semifir or n-fir then so is the other. If A is an n-fir 
then the general linear group GL,(R) is generated by the subgroup Gt,(A) 
together with 
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and the elementary matrices, that is, matrices which differ from the identity 
matrix in one off-diagonal entry. For n = 1, this says that if A has no 
zerodivisors then R has no zerodivisors, and the group of units of R is 
generated by t and the units of A (and is actually an HNN group extension, 
as was pointed out to me by Alexander Lichtman). The fact that if A is a fir 
then A,(f, r-l;/?) is a fir is a substantial generalization of the well-known 
fact that the skew Laurent-polynomial ring K[t, t-‘:/I] is a fir. (Recall that 
K is a skew field here.) 
In Section 10 we apply the theory to give a relatively short proof of the 
Lewin-Lewin embedding theorem [21]: If G is a torsion-free one-relator 
group and K is a skew field then the group ring KG can be embedded in a 
skew field. 
In Section 11 another application of the theory gives purely algebraic 
proofs of some of Waldhausen’s results [26]; for example, if G is a torsion- 
free one-relator group and K is a regular Noetherian ring then the natural 
map K,(K) -+ K,(KG) is an isomorphism. 
2. HOMOLOGICAL GENERALITIES 
It is a law of nature that an A-ring R with a universal property has much 
of its homological character encoded in the “multiplication map” 
R @ ,dR + R, and in this respect HNN constructions are exemplary. All of 
the arguments and some of the results have been noted previously [4, 14. 211 
but are recalled here for completeness. 
As Cartan or Eilenberg observed [6, Proposition 1X.3.21, for any ring 
homomorphism q: A + R, the kernel of R @ .,R + R, x @JI b xy, is the R- 
bimodule Q R,A presented on generators 
dr (mapping to 1 @r-r@ l), rER 
and relations 
d(va) = 0, UEA. 
d(r + s) = dr + ds. r,sER, 
d(rs j = dr . s + r . ds, r,sER. 
To see this, notice there is a well-defined additive map R @ ,AR --* R,;, 
sending each r @ s to r . ds, and the composite R, ,,1 + R @ AR + f2Ri,-I must 
be the identity since it fixes the additive generators q . dr . s, q, r, s E R; it 
follows readily that 
O+l2,,.,.,+R@,R-+R+O 
is exact. 
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Applying this to the A-ring R = A,&(, t-l; /I) with generators t, I-’ and 
relations t t-’ = t-’ t = 1, tr’ a(k) t = P(k) (k E K), we compute that 0, ,A is 
the R-bimodule with generators dt, dt-’ and relations saying that the second 
generator dt-’ = - t-’ dt t-’ is superfluous and that a(k) dt = dt/?(k) 
(k E K). But the R-bimodule R a@e oR also is presented on one generator 
1 @ 1 with relations a(/~)( 1 0 1) = (1 @ 1) /3(k) (k E K). It follows that 
R, Ox- ,R z nRI,., z Ker(R @ ,,R -+ R). 
Hence the R-bimodule sequence 
is exact. In keeping with our preference for a over /I, let us use the 
isomorphism ,R z J to write another exact R-bimodule sequence 
O+R@.R+R@,R-+R+O, 
1@)1++181-(@t-1, 
(1) 
where R is a K-ring via qa. 
As is usual with this procedure, there are immediate consequences. 
THEOREM 1. Let R = AK(tr t-‘;P) and M,, NH be right R-modules. If 
R,4 and R, are projective (or .4R and KR are jlat) then there is an exact 
triangle 
Ext.&f, N) n’-4, Ext,(M, N) 
>, /i (2) 
Ext,(M N) 
of graded groups, natural in M and N. Here 6 has degree + 1, and a *. p*, 
q* are the canonical homomorphisms coinduced by pullback along a. ,LI, q, 
respectively. Further, 
r.gl.dim R < I r.gl.dim A if r.gl.dim K < r.gl.dim A I + r.gl.dim A if r.gl.dim K > r.gl.dim A. (3) 
Analogous results are true for homology, and the statements can be 
obtained by changing “NR” to “RN,” “projective” to “flat,” “Ext” to “Tor.” 
“+ 1” to “-1,” “coinduced” to “induced,” “r.gl.dim” to “w.gl.dim,” and 
changing the direction of the arrows. 
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Proof: Since the last term of (1) is projective as right R-module, the 
sequence will remain exact under Horn,,&, N) giving an exact sequence 
0 + N -+ Hom,(R, N) -+ Hom,(R, N) -+ 0, 
j-b (r wf(r) --f(u) . t ‘) 
(4) 
of right R-modules. Now applying Ext,(M, -) to (4) gives an exact triangle 
Ext,JM, Hoq(R, N)) - Ext,(M, Hom,(R, N)) 
*\ \ J \ b (5) 
Ext,(M, N) 
of graded groups, where S has degree + 1. 
Let us now proceed as far as possible on the supposition that R., is 
projective. Here any injective A-resolution of N., lifts under Hom,(R, -) to 
injective R-resolution of Hom,(R, N). so the canonical map 
EtR(M, Hom,d(R, N)) + Ext,d(M, N) is 
Hom,(R, N) = Hom,A(R, Hom,(A, N)) so tha: 
isomorphism. Further, 
Ext,(M. Hom,(R, N)) = Ext,(M, Hom,d(R, Hom,(A, N))) 
z Ext.,(M. Hom,(A, N)). 
Now (5) can be rewritten as 
Ext , (M. N) - Ext.&W Hom,(A NJ) 
\A 
Exr,(M. N). 
Writing pd for projective dimension and id for injective dimension we have 
AM< 1 +pd,dM and idR N < maxiid,, N, 1 + id, Hom,(A, N)}. 
It follows from the latter that 
r.gl.dim R < max(r.gl.dim A, 1 + sup(id, Hom,(A, N)}}, 
where the supremum is taken over all right A-modules N. (Notice that an A- 
module of the form Horn&A., N,), where N is a right A-module, is, in the 
terminology of [ 181, injective relative to K, and we are considering the 
supremum of the injective A-dimensions of the A-modules that are already 
injective relative to K.) 
To go any farther we must now suppose further that R, is projective. As 
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before, Ext,(M, Hom,(R, N)) + Ext,(M, N) is an isomorphism, so (5) can 
be rewritten in the form (2). Thus 
r.gl.dim R < max(r.gl.dim A, 1 + r.gl.dim K) 
and from the previous paragraph, r.gl.dim R < 1 + r.gl.dim A so we have 
proved (3). 
The above argument was based on applying Ext,(M, Hom,(-, N)) to (I); 
had we assumed .sR. KR flat, we would have applied Ext,(M OR -, N). For 
homology, the arguments are similar and begin by applying TorR(M, -@,N) 
and TorR(MOR -,N) to (1). fl 
Let us now use a technique of [4] to show that if 
0 = r.gl.dim K < r.gl.dim A < 1 then r.gl.dim R < 1. In terms of (3) this says 
that (3) holds whenever the right hand side is at most 1 (without any 
restriction on the structure of R as A or K-module). (In connection with this, 
it is of interest that neither side of (3) can equal 0; since R can be expressed 
as a skew Laurent-polynomial ring it has non-unit non-zerodivisors (such as 
f + 1) or is trivial.) 
We begin by analysing Q,!, in much the same way as was done for a,;,, . 
Since R is generated as K-ring by t. t -’ and all a E A with certain relations, 
so ‘R,‘R is generated as R-bimodule by dt and all da E Q.,., with 
corresponding relations obtained by “differentiating” the given ring relations. 
Thus we have the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let R = A,(& t -‘; p) and Hv-ite Q,,, for the kernel of the 
multiplication map A OKA + A. Then there is an exact sequence of R- 
bimodules 
0 -+ R 0.1 fl,4 !K 0.4 R + R,!, + a,,, + Cl 
)I 
l@du@lwda R&R 
Recall that A is right hereditary means r.gl.dim A < 1. 
(6) 
THEOREM 3. If K is completely reducible and A is right hereditary then 
the HNN construction R = A&t, t-l; p) is right hereditary. 
An analogous result holds for weak global dimension. 
Proof. Let MR be any right R-module. Applying M Ba- to the split 
exact sequence 0 + Q,,, + A OKA + A + 0 of left A-modules gives an exact 
sequence 0 + M @A Q,4,a -+ M 0, A + M -+ 0 of right A-modules. Now M, is 
K-projective so M OKA is A-projective, and thus so is the submodule 
MO.4fl.4,, because A is right hereditary. 
Since R is left K-projective, (6) is a split exact sequence of left R-modules 
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and so remains exact under MO,-- to give an exact sequence of right R- 
modules 
But (M @,lQ,d,‘R),d and M, are projective so the sequence is split and 
(M@,fiR,;,), is also projective. By the reasoning in the first paragraph of 
the proof, but with R in place of A, we have an exact sequence of right R- 
modules 0 + M OR R,!, + M OK R -+ M + 0 which happens to be a 
projective resolution of M of length 1. This proves that R is right 
hereditary. m 
Later we will see that if a,/3 are injective and K is completely reducible 
then r.gl.dim R = max( 1, r.gl.dim A}, and a corresponding result holds for 
weak global dimension. The following three examples illustrate the sort of 
aberration that can occur if u or p is not injective. Let F be an arbitrary ring 
with r.gl.dim F = n. say; we take K, A to be F-rings and a, /? to be F-ring 
homomorphisms. All statements about r.gl.dim hold also for w.gl.dim. 
EXAMPLE 4. If K = F[eje’ = e] z F x F, A = F. o(e) = 1, P(e) = 0 then 
R is trivial. 1 
EXAMPLE 5 [ 14; Sect. 51. Let K = F[ele’ = e], A = F(e, x,y, z/e2 = e, 
xe,’ = z2 j, a(e) = e, p(e) = 0; then R = F(x, y, I, I, t- ’ (z’ = 0) and we know 
that r.gl.dim K = n, r.gl.dim A = n + 2 (see [ 141) and r.gl.dim R = co. 1 
EXAMPLE 6. If K = F[x], A = F[ ~1, a(x) = y2, P(X) = 0 then 
R = F(y, t, t-’ 1 y2 = 0). Clearly r.gl.dim K = r.gl.dim A = n + 1. 
r.gl.dim R = 00. 1 
Taking n = 0 in Examples 5 and 6, we see that (3) can fail if the right 
hand side exceeds 1; and we are obliged to accept Theorems 1 and 3 as a 
best possible description of an indescribable situation. By contrast. imposing 
the natural hypotheses that CI and p be injective may improve the behaviour 
of R. and we can no longer discern where the hypotheses on the structure of 
R as A- or K-module are relevant. It is ironic that here we do not know the 
actual importance of the module structures and yet it is here that we will best 
understand how they can be described in terms of the K-module structures 
on A; cf. Sections 4,6. 
Our final topic of this section is the Euler characteristic. Recall that if a 
right R-module MR has a finite R-resolution by finitely generated projectives, 
O~P,-,P,_,~...~P,~M-tO. 
then we define xR(M) to be the element CyZO (-l)i[Pi] of K,(R) (the 
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Grothendieck group of isomorphism classes of finitely generated projective 
right R-modules). This element is not dependent on the choice of resolution. 
Now from (1) we have an exact sequence 
O+M@,R+M@,R-+M+O 
and xR(M @,R) -xR(MOA R) + xR(M) = 0 whenever two of the terms are 
defined. If AR is flat then any projective A-resolution of MA lifts under O1 R 
to a projective R-resolution of M @A R, so here ~~(44 OAR) coincides with 
the image of xA(M) under the natural homomorphism K,(A)-+ K,(R). For 
ease of notation let us not distinguish between an element of K,,(A) and its 
image in K,,(R), although this map need not be injective. 
THEOREM 7. Let R = AK(tr t-‘;P> and suppose ,,R, .R are flat. If MR is 
a right R-module such that x.,,(M) and xK(M) are defined then x,(M) is 
defined and ,yR(M) = xa(M) - xK(M) in K,(R). I 
3. BASIC STRUCTURE THEOREM FOR AN INDUCED MODULE 
Fix a left A-module M,. 
In this section which is modelled on [S], the objective is to construct the 
induced left R-module M = R aa M, as a direct limit of left K-modules M, . 
The usefulness of such a description will come from the fact that the 
structure of each quotient MJim M, _, is given in a concrete form, which 
will provide the basis for the inductive arguments on which all subsequent 
proofs turn. 
The M, will in fact form much more than a directed system of left K- 
modules. Each M,, will be a left A-module, and each Mzn+ , will be (a left 
K-module) given with K-linear maps JVzn + Mz,+ , , JVzn -+ M?,+ , . Here 
we have used ,$fZ,, to denote JMz,,; to suggest the eventual role in ,J4 let us 
write KtMZn in place of 4M2n, and write the elements as tm. m E Mzrr. By a 
similar convention, we can use KAK, ,,, tA,, J-l,, KtAt-‘ti to denote the K- 
bimodules Jp,, oA,, -AD, 4 A ,,, respectively. Notice that just as A is a K-ring 
via a, so tAt-’ is a K-ring via the map tpt- ’ : k w t/?(k) t ‘; and the 
diagram 
fA\ 
I., //R 
tAt-’ 
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commutes. Thus A and tAf - ’ contain an image of K as K-subbimodule, and 
these are to be identified in R. We will write A/K and (At I/K to denote the 
corresponding quotient bimodules, isomorphic to ,A,/a(K), oA,/P(K). 
respectively. 
Let us construct inductively around our conditions 
M,, is a left A-module and Mzn+, is a left K-module given 
with K-linear maps M,, + M,, + , , tMz, + M,, + , . (7) 
For n < 0 we set M, = 0 and (7) is satisfied. For n = 0 we are given M,, and 
for n = 1 we define M, = M, @ tM,, and again (7) is satisfied. Suppose that 
[I > 0 and that (7) holds for n. Then we define M,, + z as the pushout of the 
diagram 
(8) 
of A-linear maps, where the upper arrow is defined componentwise using the 
given maps M,, + Mzn+ , , tM,, + M,,, , , and the lower arrow is a 
multiplication map defined using the A-module structure on M,,. As a 
pushout of A-linear maps, M2,+2 is a left A-module. We turn now to the 
definition of M,, +, which requires the K-linear map Mz,+ , + tM?,,+ 2 
corresponding to m ++ t(f-‘m) and formally defined as follows. From (8) 
there is a map At-‘@KMzn+,+M2n+2 and hence a map 
tAt-‘O&%,+,+tM2,,+2; composing with M2n+,=K@fiMzn+,-+ 
(At-’ &M 2n+, gives the required map MI,,+, + tM2,+ 2. Now M,, + 3 is 
defined as the pushout of the diagram 
M 2n+2 
/ 
\ 
\ 
I 
M 2n+1 M 2n+3 (9) 
and this fulfills (7) for n + 1, so we have defined the procedure for induc- 
tively constructing the system (M,). 
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The definition (8) of M,, + z yields a map A OKMZ,, + , -, M,, + z and thus a 
map Mzn+, = K @,M,,+, --) A @,M,,+, + M2,,+ ?. This makes (M,) into a 
directed system of left K-modules, and we want its direct limit M, to be 
isomorphic to R aA M,. From (8) the composite homomorphism M,, + 
M 2n+ I + M2,+2 is A-linear, so M, = 5 M,, has a left A-module structure 
extending the K-module structure. To show that M, is a left R-module we 
present an isomorphism &W, -+ JMs, corresponding to left multiplication by 
t. The isomorphism DM2n 2 &MZn, m b Cm, induces an isomorphism ,M, = 
&loM 2,, z h &f?,, = KMm, so M, is a left R-module with this t-action. 
Notice that the action of A, t and t- ’ are all as suggested by the notation 
and the constructions (8), (9). It remains to show that the A-linear map 
M, + M, has the universal property of M, --) R 0, M,, namely, that every 
A-linear map from M, to a left R-module N lifts uniquely to an R-linear map 
R @,J M,, + N. 
Suppose we are given an A-linear map M, + ,,N, where N is a left R- 
module. There is then a unique extension to a K-linear map M, = 
M, @ tM, + N that respects t. Suppose further that for some IZ > 0 there is a 
K-linear map M,,, , + N such that the composite Mzn + Mzn+ , + N is A- 
linear and the composite tMz,, + Mzn+, + N respects t. Then the diagram 
A &M2n+, @At-’ O,&‘,,+, 
/ \ 
I A &M2,, @ At- &tM,, 
-------- AN 
M2, 
commutes, so there is a unique lifting to an A-linear map Mz,!+? --) N. 
Further the K-linear map tM2,+ z + N gives rise to another commuting 
diagram 
M 2ni2 
/ \ 
M 2n+t N 
\ / 
tMn+2 
and hence there is a unique lifting to a K-linear map M2n+3 + N such that 
the composites M,, + z * M,, +, --$ N, tM,, + 2 + M2,,+, + N respect the 
actions of A and t, respectively. 
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We have thus proved by induction that for each n there is a unique K- 
linear map M, -+ N which respects the A, t and t-’ actions. Passing to the 
direct limit gives a unique lifting to an R-linear map M, -+ N, and therefore 
M,zR@,,M,. It remains to describe each quotient M,/im M,- , ; for 
convenience we abbreviate this to M,/M, ~, although we are not assuming 
that the map M,-, + M, is injective. 
THEOREM 8. Let R = AR(t, t- ’ ; /3) and M, be a left A-module. Then the 
R-module M = R Od M, is the direct limit of a directed system of left K- 
modules M, , where 
M,=O for n -c 0, 
M, is as given, 
M, =M,@tM,, 
Mzn+zlMzn+,~:fKOtiMZn+,IM?n 0 At-%,A,+,ltMz,, 
fern f -1, 
Mz,,c,/Mz,,+?ztA OKMzn+,IMz, 0 tAt-LIKOdfzn+,ltMz, 
fornf-1 
and additional information is given bJ 
Mzn+,lMz.+, z tMzn+zlMzn+, 0 Mzn+zlMzn+ I for all n, 
Mzn f 3lM2, + 2 2 fM,n + zlMDl t I for all n, 
M,,+,ItM,,+, z-~znczlMzn+, for all n. 
Further (M2,) is a directed subsystem of A-modules such that 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
MZn+zlMz,, =A OeMzn+,IMZ, 0 At-’ OeMzn+,ltMz, fern f -1. 
(15) 
Prooj Since (9) is a pushout, (12), (13) and (14) can be checked by 
elementary diagram chasing, the details of which are omitted; of course these 
results are immediate if one knows the fact that pushouts commute with 
cokernels, itself a consequence of the more general principle that colimits 
commute with colimits; cf. [23, Chap. II, Corollary 12.21. Similarly (8) gives 
(15) for n # -1. Here the image of Mzn+ ,/Ml,, corresponds to 
K 0 M,, + JM,, 0 0, so the quotient M,,, + JMz,+, s M,, + JM,,/ 
Mzn+ ,/M,, has the form (10). It remains to prove (11). Left multiplying 
(15) by t gives tMzn+zltMzn~tAO~MMzn+,/Mz,OtAt~‘O,Mzn+,/tMznr 
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and the image of Mzn+ ,/tM,, corresponds to 0 @ K @M,,+ ,/tM,,. Now 
using (13) the quotient 
which has the form (I 1). 1 
Notice that any structure on MO commuting with the A-action is, by virtue 
of the construction, automatically inherited by the M,. For example, starting 
with the A-bimodule, R, = AAA gives a directed system (R,) of (K,A) 
bimodules, and l& R, = RRA. Now the M, of the preceding theorem could 
have been defined as R, OA M,; the only reason it was not so defined was to 
emphasize the one-sided nature of the construction by eliminating 
unnecessary structure. 
Theorem 8 gives an inductive description of the M,/M, _, from which we 
see that M,,, 3/M2n+, z M,,+ JM,, + 2 0 Mzn + JM,, + , is built up as a 
direct sum of K-tensor products C,, r OK C, @ .. . OK C, of “length” n + 1, 
where C, = M, or tM, and for i = l,..., n + 1, Ci is one of the K-bimodules 
A/K, At ‘, tA, tAt-‘/K and the tensor products occurring are those where 
no cancellation would occur in R. To put this more formally, let us assign 
each of the four bimodules a left and right sign, and M,. tM, a left sign, as 
follows: 
t tA + + tAtr’/K- + tM, 
-A/K+ -At-’ - -M,. 
The permitted tensor products C,, , @ ... @ C, are those which are sign- 
linked, that is for each i = n,..., 0 the right sign of Ci+ , equals the left sign of 
Ci. If the left sign of C, + I is + the tensor product is a summand of 
Mzn+3lMZn+Z~ and if the left sign of C,, , is - then it is a summand of 
MI, i zlMzn + 1. 
4. LIFTING OF FAITHFUL FLATNESS 
Our first application of Theorem 8 will verify sufficient conditions for ,R 
to be flat. This will require the notion of a fuithfuflyflat left A-module, that 
is, an ,N such that a sequence N, + N2 + N, of right A-modules is exact if 
and only if the abelian group sequence N, Oa N + N, O,., N + N, @,4 N is 
exact. We will only be interested in the case where N is an A-ring so the 
following characterization applies: ,R is faithfully flat if and only if q: A -+ R 
is injective and A(RIA) is flat; cf. [5,1.3.5, Proposition 91. 
THEOREM 9. Let R = A&, tc’;P). If KA, d are faithfully flat then .,R 
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is faithfully jlat. If further M, is a left A-module such that KMO, ,M, arejlat 
then the following hold: 
(i) Each of the maps M, + M,, , of Theorem 8 is an embedding and 
,dM,, + ,lM,) is flat. 
(ii) The map M, + M = R @,4M,, is an embedding and ,,MfM, is flat. 
(iii) bed, M > wd,M,. 
Proof: To show that ,4R is faithfully flat it s&ices to show that A -+ R is 
an embedding and ,4R/A is flat; this will follow from (ii) in the case M, = A. 
(i) Notice that each M,, Jim M, is, by Theorem 8, a direct sum of K- 
tensor products of A/K, tA, At-‘, tAt- l/K, M,, tM, which are all left K-flat. 
Hence each M “+ Jim M, is flat. Suppose that n > 0 and that Ml,, -, Mzn+ , , 
tM,, + M,, + , are embeddings, as happens for n = 0. Since the quotients 
M,,, ,/Mzn, Ml,, + ,ltM,, = M,,/im M,,-, are known to be left K-flat, the 
given embeddings lift to embeddings under A 0, -, At-’ 0, -, respectively. 
From (8) it follows that M,, -+ M,,+, is an embedding. To show 
M ?n+1 +“2,1.2 injective it now suffices to compute mod Mzn : 
Mzn + JMz, -+ M,n + 2 /M,,z: &M2,,+,/Mz,, 0 At-‘Od%,+,ltMz,. 
But this map is injective since KMZn+ ,/M,,! is flat. We have now verified that 
M 2nil -M2,+2 is an embedding, and the verification for tM2, + , + Mzn + ? is 
similar. It then follows from (9) that Ml,,+ 2 -+ MZR+, , tM2,+ z + Mzn+ 3 are 
embeddings, and we have lifted our inductive hypothesis to n + 1. and (i) is 
now proved. 
(ii) It is clear from (i) that each M, -+ M, is an embedding and hence 
M, + M is. For each n > 0 we have, from (15). an exact A-module sequence 
and the last term is left A-flat since M2,+ ,/M2,,, Mzn+ ,/tM:, are left K-flat. 
Thus if we inductively assume ,M2,,/M, is flat, which certainly holds for 
n = 0. then ,4Mzn+2/M,, is flat. Hence, by induction, every dMZn/M, is flat, 
and since flatness is preserved by direct limits, ,M/MO = lim - .4 M,,/M, is flat. 
(iii) Since ,R is flat by (ii), every flat R-resolution of RM is a flat A- 
resolution. so wd,M > wd, M. Now by (ii), wd,4 M = wd, M,. 1 
In this theorem we have an example of a statement about 
R = AR(tr t-l; /I) that can be deduced from known facts about coproducts 
and skew Laurent-polynomial rings, namely. that ,R is faithfully flat if KA, 
,A are; cf. [ 14, Sect. 51. However, part (iii) of Theorem 9 is not readily 
obtained this way. 
An application of these results gives the following. 
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COROLLARY 10. If K is von Neumann regular and a,P are injective then 
w.gl.dim R = max{ 1, w.gl.dim A }. 
Proof: Since ,&, d are faithfully flat by our hypotheses, ,4R is faithfully 
flat by Theorem 9, and hence so is KR. Thus by Theorem 1, w.gl.dim R < 
max( 1, w.gl.dim A}. By Theorem 9(iii), and the fact that ,Jt4,, ,M, are 
automatically flat for any ,JW,,, w.gl.dim R > w.gl.dim A. Finally, since R is 
a skew Laurent-polynomial ring containing the non-trivial ring K, R is not a 
von Neumann regular ring and is non-trivial, so w.gl.dim R > 1. 1 
A phenomenon exemplified by Theorem 9 is that module properties of 
,A/K, ,A/P(K) lift to ,R/A. By contrast, the failure of properties to lift from 
KA, oA to ..,R is quite common. 
EXAMPLE 11 [3, Sect. lo]. Let F be a field. K = F[x 1, A = F(x, ?c- ‘, y), 
a(x) = x, p(x) =y. Now A has no zerodivisors and so is torsion-free, and 
hence flat, as K-module via a or /3. But ,4R is not flat since y becomes inver- 
tible in R and this introduces right R-dependence relations on right A- 
independent elements, e.g., 
[(x+ 1)A+yA]@,4R+A@,R 
4 !I 
(x + 1) R @ yR R is not injective. 1 
5. MAYER-VIETORIS PRESENTATIONS OF MODULES 
Fix a right R-module M,. 
A Mayer-Vietoris presentation of M is defined as any exact sequence 
O-M(K)@,RLM(A)&R+M+O (16) 
of right R-modules, such that M(K), M(A) are right K-, A-modules, respec- 
tively, and f is constructed from two K-linear maps 
f, : M(K) -+ M(A), f0 : M(K) + M(A), 
by f (m @ r) = f,(m) 63 r - fo(m) @ t ‘r. 
That M has a Mayer-Vietoris presentation can be seen by applying 
MBR-- to (I), which gives 
and here f, is the identity map, and f. is right multiplication by t. The disad- 
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vantage of this Mayer-Vietoris presentation is that the A-module M bears 
almost no relation to the R-module M, for example, M could have a finite R- 
presentation and the underlying A-module would have no knowledge of this. 
Fortunately, it is often possible to find a Mayer-Vietoris presentation that 
takes account of such data. The basic example is M = “R. the direct sum of 
copies of R indexed by a set X. Here we have 
0 + “K @j, R 1; .‘(A @ tA ) @.., R -+ ‘-R -+ 0, (17) 
where the notation indicates how the middle term is to be mapped to *“R, and 
f,(m) = a(m), fob) = tP(mh or more suggestively f(m @ r) = m @ r - 
mt @ t- ‘r. (Of course we could have taken M(K) = 0, M(A) = ,‘A, but (17) 
will be needed later, and is a better illustration of the general situation.) 
Basically then, we want to start from an R-presentation of M and build up 
a sequence (16), where M(K), M(A) have K-, A-presentations, respectively, 
that are connected in some way to the original R-presentation; this should 
then give useful information about conditions that are related to presen- 
tations, for example, coherence. Our approach owes much to [7,26]. 
For simplicity let us concentrate on finitely presented modules. say we 
have a presentation 
‘R + “R + M -+ 0. 
where X, Y are finite sets. Viewing the elements of the free modules as 
columns allows us to view the presentation as a matrix. Further. new presen- 
tations of M can be obtained by choosing matrices stably associated to the 
given one; recall that two matrices U, V are said to be stably associated if 
there exist invertible matrices P, Q and identity matrices I, I’ such that 
By Higman’s linearization-by-enlargement trick (cf. [ 13, p. 1521) every 
matrix over R is stably associated to a matrix with entries from 
VA u (t, t-’ }. Multiplying by t and linearizing again we arrive at a matrix 
with entries from VA u (t). Let us assume that our original presentation is of 
this form. Here the A-submodule N of ‘R generated by the image of Y lies in 
‘(VA + tqA) and we have a diagram 
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0 
i 
O+P+N@,4~+~~+~ 
1 1 
‘(VA +~vA)@,~R+ ‘R +O 
1 1 
O+Q-+M(A)O,~R+ M +o 
1 1 
0 0 
where M(A) = .‘(qA + tqA)/N, P is the kernel of N 0, R + NR, and Q is the 
kernel of M(A) aA R -+ M. 
To get any more information we have to make some assumptions on R. 
Our immediate requirements are injectivity of A 0 tA --t VA + tvA, and 
flatness of ,4R. Looking ahead, let us make the stronger assumption that .A, 
oA are faithfully flat (cf. Theorem 9). Now recalling (17) we have a diagram 
0 0 0 
I I I 
O+ P + N O., R +NR+O 
! I I 
O+.YK@RR+ .‘(A@tA)@,R-r”R -0 
I I I 
O-+ Q + M(A)@,4R -+ M -0 
I I I 
0 0 0 
of exact rows and columns, where the left column is induced. We want to 
express Q in the form M(K) OKR and this will be achieved if we express the 
image of P in XK OK R in the form Z OK R. In the following technical lemma 
we find that P can be so expressed provided that N n XK = Nt- ’ n “K. 
Notice that with a little (necessary) loss of generality we can ensure that 
Nn ‘K = Nt-’ n XK by replacing N with N + (NR n ‘K)(A + tA). This 
does not change NR and now Nn XK = NR n XK = Nt-’ n .“K. 
LEMMA 12. Let R = AK(t, t-‘; j?), where ,A, oA are faithfully flat. Let X 
be a set and N a right A-submodule of X(A + tA) in “R. If N n “K = 
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Nt-’ n ‘K and this set is denoted Z then there is an exact R-module 
sequence 
O+Z@,R+N@,R+NR+O, 
wherez@rwz@r-zt@tp’rforallzEZ,rER. 
ProoJ By Theorem 9, KR, ,dR are flat and A C-I tA = 0. Hence 
Z@,RE”K@,R=.‘R and N@,~RgX(A@tA)@,~R=xR@XR so the 
map Z aKR -+ N @,4 R is the restriction of zl ~+(a, -P) which is clearly 
injective. Thus it remains to prove exactness at N @,, R, and since the kernel 
P of N @,, R + NR clearly contains im(Z 0, R), we need only show the 
reverse inclusion. By Theorem 9(i) in the case M, = A (and writing R,, for 
L&f,) R = UR?,,+z, and for n > 0 we have a commutative diagram 
NO,R2,,2 ) NR 2n+2 E ‘Rzn+, 
1 
X(R2t,+31R*n+2) 
NO,@ OKtRznlRzn-, 
@At-%~R,,,lR,,-,) 
(I )I 
N&tRznlR2n-, .‘(A + tA/K) OK tR JR ?,, - , 
0 
Nt-’ OKRzn/Rzn~, ’ .(A,‘+ tAt-1,K)@,Rzn,R2n-,. 
Now by flatness of KtR2JR 2n-, , K RJR,,-, the kernel of the bottom map is 
(Nc-I~K)@,~R~,JR~~-, @ (Nt-‘~XK)O,RznfRzn-Ir which can be 
written Z @KtRzn/Rznm, @Z @tiR2n/R2,-,. The inverse image of this in 
NOAR2tl.2 can be written in a suggestive notation as Z 0 tR,, + 
ZtO t-‘RI,, f NO,R,,C N0.<R2,+2. Thus we have described the kernel 
of the lower route; since the kernel of the upper route contains 
Pn (N@I~R~,+~) we have 
Pn W@.,Rz,+z) 
~Pn[ZOtRz,+ZtOt~‘Rzn+N0,.,R2,] 
=Pn[Z(1@l-t@t-‘)tR,,+Z(1@1-t@t-‘)RZn+N@IR2n] 
~Pn[im(ZOKR)+N0,,R2,] 
=im(ZO,R) + Pn(N@,R,J. 
Now for n=O. Pn(N@,dR,)=PnN=OEim(Z@,R). and it follows 
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easily by induction that P n (N aA R 2,) G im(Z @,R) for all n. Taking the 
union over all n gives P 5 im(Z @,R) as desired. 1 
We now have the following generalization of [26. Proposition 4.1(2)1. 
THEOREM 13. Let R = A,(t, t-‘;/I), where ,A, d are faithfully9Jlat. If 
K is right Noetherian then every finitely presented right R-module M has a 
Mayer- Vietoris presentation 
O+M(K)@,R+M(A)@,R+M+O. 
where M(K), and M(A)., are finitely presented. 
ProojI We have seen that if M, has a presentation “R + “‘R + M + 0. 
where X’, Y’ are finite, then M, has a linearized presentation 
‘R - ’ R + M -+ 0, where X, Y are finite. We constructed a Mayer-Vietoris 
presentation by taking N to be the A-submodule of ,“R generated by the 
image of Y and defining 
M(K) = “KjZ, where Z = NR n ‘K, 
M(A) = x(A + tA)/(N + Z(A + tA)), 
which are clearly finitely generated. Also K is right Noetherian so Z, is 
finitely generated as it is a submodule of .YK. Since N.q is finitely generated it 
is clear that M(K), and M(A),4 are finitely presented. 1 
Recall that K is said to be right coherent if every finitely presented right 
K-module has a resolution by finitely generated free K-modules. We say that 
K is right regular if every finitely presented right K-module has finite 
projective dimension over K. 
COROLLARY 14. Let R = AK(t, t- ‘; p), where tiA, @ are faithfully flat. 
If K is right Noetherian and A is right coherent then R is right coherent. If itt 
addition K and A are right regular then R is right regular. 
Proof. If K is right Noetherian and A is right coherent it is clear from 
Theorem 13 and the flatness of KR, ,4R that R is right coherent, and similarly 
if we further assume K, A to be right regular then so is R. 1 
The preceding arguments made frequent use of the faithful flatness of ,,A, 
bA and we now wish to show that these hypotheses are not entirely super- 
fluous. 
EXAMPLE 1.5 [ 4, Example 4.2 1. Let F be a field, let K = FIX,,], and let 
A=F(~c~,~u-‘,~~,~~,z~x~=zx~+,,~~=y~+,z, n=O, 1.2 . . . . > 
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be a K-ring in the manner suggested by the notation. Let /I be the F-algebra 
homomorphism that sends x, to MI. Then the HNN extension is 
Now K is Noetherian, and we know from [4] that A is a semifir, and hence 
coherent, but that R is nor right coherent since the principal right ideal y,,R 
is not finitely related. 
In this example, KA is faithfully flat and BA is flat but not faithfully flat. 
Notice that the R-module M= R/y,R has a Mayer-Vietoris presentation 
with M(K) = 0, M(A) = A/yoA, but that it fails to provide useful 
information. 1 
(Added December 1982: The recent paper by H. Aberg (Coherence of 
amalgamations, J. A/g. 78 (1982), 372-385) gives a slick proof of a result 
slightly more general than the first part of Corollary 14. 
THEOREM (Aberg). Let R = AF((tr t-l:@ and suppose EiR. .,R areflat. If 
K is right Noetherian and A is right coherent, then R is right coherent. 
ProoJ Let M be a right R-module, I a set, and R’ the direct power 
viewed as left R-module. It suftices to show TorT(M, R’) = 0. for then R’ is 
left R-flat, which is one of the characterizations of right coherence. From (1) 
we get two exact sequences O-+R@,(R’)+R@,a(R’)+R’+O and 
0 + M OK R + M @,,, R -+ M + 0 by applying - @,(R’) and M OR -, respec- 
tively. Now applying M @)R - and (-)’ to these two exact sequences, respec- 
tively, we get a commuting diagram with exact rows 
TorT(M, R @,(R’)) 
I 
s 
O~(MO,R)‘~:(MO,R)‘~M’~O. 
Since K is right coherent and RR is flat, .(R’) is flat so R @,(R’) is left R- 
flat and the leftmost term in the top row vanishes. It suffices then to show 
that f is injective, and since h is injective it suffices to show that g is 
injective. If M, is finitely presented, then g is an isomorphism; as K is right 
Noetherian, M is a directed union of finitely presented K-submodules so g is 
a directed union of injective maps since R’. R are left K-flat. Hence g is 
injective as desired. I) 
JRPRI’2 I2 
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6. INDUCED MODULES WITH AN INDUCED GRADING 
Theorem 8 described an induced module M = R 0, M, as a direct limit; 
we now wish to examine the case where this direct limit can be viewed as a 
direct sum of the quotient modules. 
Throughout this section we use the notation set up in Theorem 8. 
Suppose we are given for each of the maps M,_, -+ M,* a retraction 
M,+M,-,; that is, the composite M, ~, -+ M, + M,, ~, is the identity; and 
suppose further that each of the retractions M, + M,,- i is K-linear and that 
each “even” composite M,, + M2,-, + Mzne2 is A-linear. Such a system of 
data will be called an induced grading on M. It is appropriate to call this a 
grading because the K-linear retractions make M isomorphic to the graded 
K-module @ M,/M,, ~, , and what is more important, the A-linear retractions 
MI, -+ Mzn-2 make M isomorphic to the graded A-module @M2n/Ml,,P2 and 
we know 
@M2,,/M,-2z:M,0A0, @M 
( n 
2n + ,lM,n) 
(18) 
@At-‘& @M 
( n 
2N + ,l%,) 
by Theorem 8. It is obvious that such a breakdown will provide rather 
detailed information on M; what is not obvious is the set of circumstances 
under which M has an induced grading. We begin with a rather general 
criterion which will be ideal for our purposes. 
THEOREM 16. Let R = AK(tr t- I; /I) and ,4M, be a left A-module. If each 
of the maps 
Mzn + 1/M,, --t A @KM?,, + ,lM,n~ (19) 
M2n + AtMzn + OA, C&M:,+ ,ltM,n (20) 
has a K-linear retraction then R 0, M, has an induced grading. 
ProofI We begin the induction by supposing that n > 0 and that each of 
the maps M,, -+ M,, + , , M,, --t Ml,, + , has a K-linear retraction, which 
certainly holds for n = 0, by definition of M,. These then induce an A-linear 
retraction of M,, -+ M,, + z, as can be seen by looking at the pushout 
definition (8) of M2,+2. Now consider the diagram 
Mzn-‘Mzn+,+ M,n + t/M,, ,O 
II 1 1 
Mz,,-tM,,,+,+A c&Mzn+,IM2n 0 At-‘Odfz,+JtMz,+O. 
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We have just seen that the bottom sequence is A-split and we assumed the 
top sequence is K-split; further, by the hypotheses of the theorem, the right 
hand vertical map has a K-linear retraction. Thus, starting from IV*,+~ there 
are two paths leading to M,, + , , one around each square, and their sum is a 
K-linear retraction M,, +? + Mzn + , . The latter when composed with the K- 
linear retraction Mzn+ , + Mzn gives our previous (A-linear) retraction 
M >rrt?+Mzn. Since this is precisely what we are trying to obtain for all II. it 
suffices to lift our original inductive hypotheses to H + 1. Now we have a K- 
linear retraction of Mzn + , + M,, + 2 and hence, from the pushout definition 
(9) of- Mzn+3. we have a K-linear retraction of tM,,+z + Mz,, +?. A similar 
argument using the diagram 
tbfz, + M?n+, ) MT,, + ,ltMz, --t 0 
II 1 1 
tMzt, -+ f”zntz + IA OK Mzn + ,/M,, 0 tAt - ’ %K M?,, + ,/tMz, + 0 
gives a K-linear retraction of M,, + I -+ tM,, f z and thus by (9) we have a K- 
linear retraction of Ml,,+ z -+ M,, + 3 which completes the inductive cycle. I 
The hypotheses of the theorem are most readily verified in the situation 
where the ring homomorphisms a, /I: K -+ A have K-bimodule retractions; 
that is, u, p are injective and J, = a(K) @ J”, , oA,l =/l(K) @ nA”, for 
suitable subbimodules A’, A” of A. (This holds, for example, if K, A are 
group rings and a, /? arise from injective group homomorphisms.) Then for 
any left K-module KN, A OKN = N @ A’ OKN, d, OKN = N @ A” ak.N 
and it is clear that (19),(20) have K-linear retractions for any left A-module 
M,. The resulting description of R @,4 M, as a direct sum of sign linked 
tensor products (cf. (18) and Section 3) can be made natural by identifying 
A/K, tAt-‘/K with the images of A’, tA”t-’ in R. Thus the presence of K- 
bimodule retractions makes manipulations on R conceptually quite simple; it 
is a very powerful hypothesis and we shall see some of its consequences in 
Section 1 I. What we want to investigate now is the sort of induced grading 
we can expect if K is completely reducible. We begin with the analogue of 
Theorem 9. 
THEOREM 17. Let R = AR(t, t- ‘; ,L?). If a, /I are monomorphisms and 
.(A/a(K)), B(A//3(K)) are projectitle then q is a monomorphism and .,(R/A), 
(R are projective. If, further, M, is a left A-module such that ,M,, ,M, are 
projective then the following hold: 
(i) There is an induced grading on M = R 0, M,,, so, as Jltered 
module, ,4M is isomorphic to (18). 
(ii) The map M, + M is an embedding and .,M/M, is projective. 
(iii) pd,M > pd,4 M,. 
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Proof. The first part will follow from (ii) in the case M0 =A. 
(i) From Section 3 we know that, for each n, &V,/M,- ,) is a direct 
sum of K-tensor products C, @ C, _ i @ ... @ C, , where m = [n/2]. Here 
our hypotheses imply each KCi is projective so it follows that .(M,,/M,, ,) is 
projective. For any projective left K-module P the short exact sequence 
O-P+A@,P+AIK@,P+O (21) 
of projective left K-modules splits. In particular (19), and similarly (20). 
have left K-linear retractions, so by Theorem 16, M has an induced grading, 
and so is isomorphic to (18) as filtered A-module. 
(ii) This is clear since M is isomorphic to (18) as A-module. 
(iii) This follows as in the proof of Theorem 9(iii). 1 
COROLLARY 18. If K is completely reducible and a, /I are injectice 
then l.gl.dim R = max{ 1, I.gl.dim A} and r.gl.dim R = max( 1, r.gl.dim A}. 
Proof: Since K is completely reducible the modules J/a(K), d//?(K) 
are projective, so AR is projective by Theorem 17. Hence by the left-right 
dual of Theorem 1, l.gl.dim R < max{ 1, l.gl.dim A}. Further, for any left A- 
module M,, the left K-modules ,JVO, $4, are projective, so by 
Theorem 17(iii), pd,(R OAMO) > pd, M,, and l.gl.dim R > l.gl.dim A. 
Finally, since R is a nontrivial skew Laurent-polynomial ring, l.gl.dim R > I, 
which proves the first equality. The second equality follows by 
symmetry. 1 
At this stage we know that under suitable hypotheses, such as a, p being 
monomorphisms and K being completely reducible, we can decompose any 
induced module M as a nice direct sum of certain strings of K-tensor 
products C,@ C,,-, @ ... @ C,. Notice that if each ,Ji is free with a 
specified basis we get a very useful basis of &f. This applies in particular if 
K is a skew field; if K is an arbitrary completely reducible ring we need a 
slight generalization of freeness defined as follows. 
Let K be any ring and E a complete set of orthogonal idempotents for K; 
that is, E = {e, ,..., e,}, eiej = Giiei, Cei = 1, no e, = 0. A left K-module M is 
said to be free-relative-to-E if it has a subset X such that M = @,,X Kx, and 
for each x E X, the left annihilator of x is of the form K( 1 - e) for a (unique) 
e E E called the left index of x; in this event X is said to be a K-basis- 
relative-to-E of M. Where E consists of the identity element, these concepts 
coincide with the usual notions of freeness and bases. 
If M is a K-bimodule we have a left K-module decomposition 
M = OecE Me; if each .Me is free-relative-to-E, say X, is a basis relative-to- 
E, then X= U,,, X, is a basis-relative-to-E of M such that for each x E X, 
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xe =x for a (unique) e E E called the right index of x. In this event we call 
X a left bi-basis-relative-to-E of RMK. 
Now suppose X is a left bi-basis-relative-to-E of KMX. and Y a basis- 
relative-to-E of JV for some N. For each y E Y let ey E E be the left index of 
J: Then M@,N= @,,yM@ KY% @,,,,, Me,. Thus M @ N has a basis- 
relative-to-E given by the family of all x @J, x E X, 4’ E Y. such that the 
right index of x equals the left index of 4’. 
THEOREM 19. Let R = A,(& t-‘; /I), E some complete set of orthogonal 
idempotents of K, and M, a left A-module. Assume ct./I are monomorphisms. 
Suppose ,A,, oAAo, #,, ,A, have left bi-bases-relative-to-E XV a(E). 
Y U p(E), W, Z. respectively, and ,M,, 4 MO have bases-relative-to-E C, D. 
respectice!~~. Then a left K-basis-relative-to-E of M = R @ 4 MO is given bJ9 the 
fami!p U of all linked expressions u = c, c,- , . . . c, ; that is. the ci are chosen 
*from the sets 
-x+ -zt-‘- -c 
+tw+ +tYt-‘- +tD 
with c,, chosen from the third column andfor i = I..... n, ci is chosen from the 
first two coIumns so that the right index and right sign of ci coincide with the 
left index and left sign of ci ~, , respectivel]l. 
Such a family U is called a Schreier-basis-relative-to-E of M: later we 
shall make use of the fact that a Schreier basis is closed under taking 
terminal segments, hence the terminology. 
Proof of Theorem 19. By hypothesis, ,(A/aK), n(A//?K), ,MO. BM, have 
K-bases-relative-to-E, X(mod aK), Y(modPK), C, D, respectively. and so in 
particular are projective. Thus by Theorem i7, M can be expressed as a 
direct sum of sign-linked tensor products; by the remarks preceding the 
theorem these tensor products have K-bases-relative-to-E given by the 
elements of U. 
Alternatively, one can prove Theorem 19 directly by constructing a left K- 
module N having U as a K-basis-relative-to-E, and then defining on N an A- 
action and a t-action, and verifying N- R &MO. The latter verification is 
accomplished by checking the universal property-for any left R-module N’ 
and any A-linear map M, + N’ there is a unique lifting to an R-linear map 
N+N’. 1 
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7. SUBMODULES OF INDUCED MODULES 
Throughout this section we assume that K is completely reducible, and 
that CL, B are monomorphisms. We further fix a left A-module M,. 
This section, and the next two, are very closely patterned on [2]. 
Our objective now is to show that any R-submodule L of the induced left 
R-module M = R OAM,, has an A-submodule L, such that the canonical 
map R aA L, -+ L is an isomorphism. In other words, a submodule of an 
induced module is induced. In spirit the proof will be a reduction argument 
similar to the Euclidean algorithm for a polynomial ring over a field; the 
essential difference is the quantity of apparatus required. 
Let E be a fixed complete set of orthogonal idempotents in K such that 
each e E E is primitive; that is, Ke is a simple left K-module. Any left K- 
module then has a basis-relative-to-E and we shall call this a left K-basis, 
without reference to E. Similarly any K-bimodule has a left bi-basis-relative- 
to-E, and we shall call this a left bi-basis. 
Let us fix left bi-bases XV a(E), YU&E), W, Z of ,A,. oAo, 4An, ,A,, 
respectively, and left K-bases C, D of 3,) gMo, respectively. By 
Theorem 19, M has a Schreier K-basis, U, consisting of all linked 
expressions from 
-x+ -zt-‘L -c 
(22) 
+tW+ +tYt-‘- +tD. 
Consider any linked expression u = c,c, ~, . .. c0 in U. We define the 
length of u to be n, the left sign of u to be the left sign of c”, and the left 
index of u to be the left index of c,, denoted e, (an element of E). There is 
then a coefficient-of-u map vu: M-1 Ke, arising as the composite 
M = Ooep Kv+Ku-Ke,. 
For each n let U,,, be the set of u E U of length n and left sign -, and 
u Zn+, the set of u E U of length n and left sign +. Let MU/M,_, denote the 
K-submodule of M spanned by CJ,,  and M, = ricn Mi/Mi_ , . Thus M, = 0 
forrz<O,M,=M,+tM,andforalln~OM,,+,=(A+At-’)Mz,+,and 
M -Mzn+z + tM2n+2. 2n+3  This just elaborates on the grading constructed in 
the previous section. 
Well-order each of the sets W, X, Y, Z, C, D arbitrarily, and order Ii,, 
lexicographically reading from right to left. Then U = U U, is well-ordered, 
first by the subscripts n and then by the well-ordering within each U,. For 
each x E M and basis element u E U, if p,(x) # 0, u is said to be a K-support 
of x. For nonzero x E M, we define the leading K-support of x to be the K- 
support of x that is greatest under the ordering of U. 
Let x be a non-zero element of M and consider the least n such that 
pyEM2n+3. Recalling that M,, + JMZn + , is isomorphic to the direct sum of 
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all sign-linked tensor products C,, , @ ... @ C,, we are motivated to say 
that x has length n + 1. Let us examine the image of x in 
If the component of x in Ml,, + JMIn+ 2 is zero we say x is A-pure and this 
happens precisely if x E M,, + z. If x is not A-pure we define the t-leading K- 
support of x to be the greatest K-support of x lying in IV*,,+~ (that is, in fact, 
the leading K-support). (Notice that the t-leading K-support of an A-pure 
element is not defined.) If the component of x in Mzn+ JMz,,+ , is zero we 
say x is t-pure and this happens precisely if x E tM,, + z. If x is not t-pure we 
define the A-leading K-support of x to be the greatest K-support of x lying in 
u 2n+Z. (Again, the A-leading K-support of a t-pure element is not defined.) 
Let us call an element pure if it is A-pure or t-pure, and call the remaining 
elements K-pure. Thus a K-pure element is one with an A-leading and a t- 
leading K-support. 
If u E UZn+ 1 for some n then the K-linear map cp,, : Mzn+ ,/Ml,, --) K lifts to 
an A-linear map @,, : A @,M,,+ ,/M2, + A. Similarly, if u E U,, then vu lifts 
to an A-linear map Cp,: At-’ @RM~nIMZn-, --t AI-‘. Now the induced 
grading allows an identification of J4 with 
and so each u E II induces a left A-linear map au: M+ A @At-‘. An A- 
support of an element x of M is a basis element u such that @&) # 0, and 
the greatest such is called the leading A-support. Notice that the set of 
elements of M which have no A-supports is precisely M,. 
Let L be an R-submodule of M. Let L(K) be the K-submodule of L 
consisting of all elements of L which have no K-support that is the leading 
K-support of a pure element of L. Let L(A) be the A-submodule of L 
consisting of all elements of L which have no A-support that is the A-leading 
or t-leading K-support of an element of L. Let L, = AL(K) + L(A), an A- 
submodule of L. 
It is clear that RL, E L; to see that equality holds let us prove by 
induction that L n M2,+, _ c RL, for all n. Since this is true for n = -1 we 
may suppose it holds for some n > - 1. Let x E L f7 M,,, .l. Since we have to 
show that x E RL, there is no loss of generality in assuming x tf Mzn+, and 
s&L,. IfxEMzn+z then consider the fact that x & L(A): some A-support u 
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of x is the A-leading or t-leading K-support of an element JJ of L, and we 
may assume V,(J)) = e, and e,~ = y. Since x E M,,, z, it follows from the 
definition of A-support and (15) that 4’ E Ml,,+ ,, so J’ E RL, by the 
induction hypothesis. Let x’ = x - Q,(x) .r. Since there is no “cancellation” 
in Q,(x) u the leading A-support of @,(x)J is U; thus the (finite) set of A- 
supports of x’, arranged in descending order, is lexicographically less than 
the set of A-supports of x. But the set of descending sequences in a well- 
ordered set is itself well-ordered, so we may inductively assume that 
x’ E RL,; hence x E RL,. This proves that L fT M2,+2 E RL,. Now 
consider the case where x is t-pure: here t- ‘x E Mz,+ ? so by the preceding 
step CC’x E RL, and hence x E RL,. This proves that all pure elements of 
LnMzni3 lie in RL,. Finally consider the case where x is K-pure. Since 
x 6YZ L(K) some K-support u of x is the leading K-support of a pure element J 
of L, and we may assume o,(y) = e,, and e,y =y. Since J is a pure element 
of LnM,,,, it belongs to RL, by the preceding step. Let X’ = x - cp,,(,u)~~. 
The set of K-supports of x’ is lexicographically less than the set of K- 
supports of x so we may inductively assume that x’ E RL,: hence x E RL,,. 
This proves that L CT M-,,,, G RL,, and by induction this holds for all II. 
Hence RL, = L. 
It remains to show that the map R @,j L, + M is injective. It will be 
important that the only data needed on L(A). L(K) is the following. 
Every element of L(K) is K-pure. (24) 
Every element of L(A) is A-pure. (25) 
Every element of tL(A) is t-pure. C-26) 
No element of L(K) has a K-support u which is the leading K- 
support of a pure element ry. where r E R, and either ~3 E L(K) with 
rp,,(p)=O or YE L(A). (27) 
No element of L(A) has an A-support u which is the A-leading or f- 
leading K-support of an element r~. where r E R, and either 
J’ E L(K) or J E L(A) with @,(JI) = 0. (28) 
It is immediate from the definitions of L(K), L(A) that (24), (25), (27), (28) 
hold. To see (26) let rx E tL(A), say, x E Mz,+z - Mz,,. Then r.~ E tMz,,+ z 
and if f~. is not I-pure it must lie in Mz,+ , = MT,, + MI,. But then 
x E t-‘Mz,, + M,, and the leading A-support u of x lies in Uz,, . Now u is 
easily seen to be the A-leading K-support of [.Y. This contradicts the fact that 
x E L(A), so [X must be t-pure. 
We are now ready to begin proving that f: R @,A L, -+ M is injective. To 
avoid the ambiguity of the R-action that arises from viewing L, as a subset 
of both R @,d L, and M, we use a copy N,, of L, for the remainder of the 
proof. The result that we want is (i) of the following. 
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LEMMA 20. Let R = AK(t, t-‘; p), where K is completely reducible and 
a, /3 are injective. Let N,, M, be left A-modules and f: R @,d N, -+ R @,4 M, 
be any R-linear map. Suppose that N, can be written in the form 
N, = N(A) 0 A &N(K) in such a way that the images 
L(A) =f(N(A)), L(K) = f(N(K)) satisfy (24~(28) with respect to a 
Schreier basis U of M = R @,, M,. 
(i) If the restrictions off, N(A) + M, N(K) + M. are injective then f is 
injectiae. 
(ii) If f is surjective then L(A) = M,, L(K) = 0 and f is induced from 
an A-linear map N, + M,. 
Proof (i) Given a K-submodule P of N = R a,, N,, for each u E U that 
occurs as the leading K-support of an element off(P), we can choose an 
X, E P such that the leading K-support of f(x,) is u and further 
v,(f (-5J) = e,, e,,-x, = x,. We call e, the left index of x. Let us speak of a 
subset (x,} so chosen as representing the leading K-supports for P. It will be 
a K-basis of P if the restriction off, P + M. is injective. Similarly we define 
subsets representing the A-leading K-supports for P, and subsets representing 
the t-leading K-supports of P. Still assuming that P+ M is injective, these 
will be K-bases if no element off(P) is t-pure, A-pure, respectively. 
Assume the hypotheses for (i) hold and let ‘B. -B represent all t-leading 
(= leading by (24)) and A-leading K-supports for N(K), respectively. 
Further. let -C represent all A-leading (= leading) K-supports for N(A) and 
‘C represent all t-leading (= leading) K-supports for tN(A). By the 
preceding paragraph each of these is a K-basis since (24b(26) hold. 
Let V’ denote the complement of ‘B in the family of all linked 
expressions constructed from 
-x+ - zt-’ - --C --B 
(29) 
+tW+ + tytt’ - ++C ++B; 
that is, V’ looks like the family of all linked expressions constructed from 
-X+ -zt-I- - (-CUX(+B)u -- B) 
+tw+ + tYtt’ - +(+CUtW(+B)) 
with the obvious interpretation of t W( + B), X( +B). Here the third column 
gives K-bases of N(A) + AN(K) = N,, and tN(A) + tAN(K) = tNO, respec- 
tively. It follows that V’ is a K-basis of N = R a,., NO. Further +B and -B 
are K-bases for the same K-submodule, N(K), so the set 
V=(V’--B)u+B 
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is again a K-basis for N, and is the complement of -B in the family of all 
linked expressions constructed from (29). 
To prove that f is injective we shall show that the f(v) (I) E v) have 
distinct leading K-supports. 
Let d, ... d, be a linked expression in V with m > 1. We claim that the 
leading K-support of f(d, . . . d,) = d, . . . d, fd, is d, . -. d, u, where 
u is I the A-leading K-support offd,, if the right sign of d, is - the f-leading K-support offd,, if the right sign of d, is f. 
Since d, . . . d, d, # 0 it follows that d,... d,eu # 0 (since eudO = d,) so 
d ,,,... d, u # 0 is therefore a K-support of d,... d,fd,. Any other K-support 
can, for some K-support c of fd,,, be written dh... d;c, and this is either of 
shorter length, or of the same length and smaller in the lexicographic 
ordering since u must then be lexicographically less than U. This proves that 
f (d,... d,) has leading K-support as claimed. It also proves that every 
element off (V - ’ B) is pure. 
For each n and each u E U,, let b, E - i3, c, E - C denote the element, if 
any, whose image has A-leading K-support U. To emphasize the r-purity of 
elements of U,, + , . let us denote them by tu, where u need not be an element 
of U. For each tu E U,,,, , let b,, E + B, cI, E ’ C denote the element, if any, 
whose image has r-leading K-support tu. Then by the preceding paragraph, 
the leading K-support off(v), ~1 = d,... d, E V, is d, . . . d, tu if d, = b,, or c,, 
and is d, . . . d,u if d,=b, (so m> 1) or c,. 
With the aim of getting a contradiction suppose that two distinct elements 
LJ = d, . . . d,, 1” = d;< . . . dh have images with the same leading K-supports 
d,...d,(t)u = dh ,,... di[t] u’. where, say, m > m’, and (t)u, [t] u’ E U and 
there are four possibilities as to the presence or absence of t’s. From the 
construction of U, d,... d,(t) u = [r] u’, where n = m - m’. 
If n = 0 then (t) u = [r] u’ so u = u’ and L’ = d,... d,b(,,.. c’ = d,,... d,c(,,, 
or the other way around. Then either b,, c, are both defined, or b,, , c,,, are 
both defined. In the former case f (b,) is an element of L(K) with a K- 
support u that is the leading K-support of a pure elementflc,) E L(A), which 
contradicts (27). Similarly, in the latter case, f(b,,) is an element of L(K) 
with a K-support tu that is the leading K-support of a pure element 
1 . t-If (c,,), where I E R and t -‘f(c,,) E L(A), which also contradicts (27). 
Hence )I > 0. 
There are now essentially two cases: dh = b,,,,,, d; = c,~,~, . 
If d; = b,l,,s then the element f(d6) of L(K) has a K-support 
[t] u’ = d,... d,(t) u that is the leading K-support of a pure element 
f (d, . . . d, d,), where either 
(i) 4, = b,,,, so d,... d, E R and fd, E UK) with (4d ,,.., d ,,,, I,(fdo) = 0 
since n > 1, or 
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(ii) d, = c,,), so d,... d,(t) E R and (t-‘) fd, E L(A), 
and (27) is contradicted in any event. 
If d;, = C,,, UI then the element [f- ’ ]fdh E L(A) has an A-support 
d n-, . . . d,(t) u that is the A-leading or r-leading K-support of an element 
f(d,- , . . . d,). where one of the following holds. 
(i) d, = btl,, so d,-,... d, E R and fd, E L(K). or 
(ii) d, = c, so d,-,... d, E R andfd, E L(A) with @d,~,...d,u(f4) = 0 
since u is the A-leading K-support of the A-purefd, and is therefore longer 
than any A-support of fd,,. or 
(iii) d, = c,, so d,- ,... d, t E R and t-‘fd, E L(A) with 
@$,,e,.;3tu(~- ‘fd,) = 0 since tu is the leading K-support of the r-pure 
- Mli+ I ’ say, 
APpure t”$iO E Mzi+?. 
and is therefore longer than any A-support of the 
which contradicts (28). 
Hence the images of distinct elements of V have distinct leading K- 
supports, which means that V has a faithful image which is a K-basis of the 
image off. Hence f is injective. 
(ii) Now suppose that f is surjective. Without loss of generality we 
may retain the hypotheses of (i) by dividing out of N(A), N(K) their 
respective intersections with the kernel off: Let V be as in the proof of (i); 
by the surjectivity off any element of M, can be written as a K-linear 
combination of elements f (v), t’ E V, and by considering the leading term of 
such an expression we see that all f (tl) must lie in M,, and so in particular 
are A-pure. From the form of V, the only possibility is for the L’ to lie in -C. 
Hence f (N(A)) 1 M,. Let N’(A) be the inverse image in N(A) of M,, so the 
composite 
is the identity. Since the right hand map is an isomorphism by (i), so is the 
left hand map. But this map is induced from the inclusion N’(A)+ N,,, and 
R,, is faithfully flat. so N’(A) = N,. Thus L(K) = 0, L(A) = M,. I 
THEOREM 2 1. If R = AK(t. t ’ : /I), where K is completely reducible and 
a. /I are injective then any R-submodule of an induced R-module is 
isomorphic to an induced R-module. i 
COROLLARY 22. Ever), projective left R-module P is of the form 
R m1 P,, where P, is a projective A-module. 
ProoJ As a submodule of a free, hence induced. R-module, P is of the 
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form R @,J P, for some left A-module P,. But by Theorem 17(iii). 
hd, P, < hd, P = 0 so AP,, is projective. 1 
8. HOMOMORPHISMS BETWEEN INDUCED MODULES 
In this section we again take K to be completely reducible (given with the 
set E) and a,p to be monomorphisms. 
Suppose that N,,, M, are left A-modules and we wish to determine the R- 
linear maps f: R &N,, -+ R @,d M, (or equivalently the A-linear maps N,, + 
R oAM,). The immediate example is that of a homomorphism R 0, f, : 
R 0, N, -+ R @,A M, induced from an A-linear map f, : N,, + M,. In very 
trivial circumstances these are the only homomorphisms, but in general there 
are others, and a description depends on a certain type of R-linear 
automorphism of N = R @,, N, defined as follows. Let ~0: N--t R be an R- 
functional and n any element of the kernel of 9; then writing n  ^for the R- 
linear map R + N which sends 1 to n, we see I@!: R + R is zero and hence 
l,V - n^rp: N+ N is an automorphism with inverse lV + @. Such an 
automorphism is called a transvection. We will say that a transvection 
l,V - n”y, of N = R 0, N, is NO-based (or less precisely A-based) if q is an 
induced functional (o = R a.4 v)~ : R @,a N, -+ R @,d A, and n = rn,,, where 
r E R and n, is in the kernel of cpO: N, + A. In this case N, + R @.,N, by 
x ++ x - cp&) rn,. 
Since an No-based transvection depends on the choice of N, in N, we are 
interested in methods for finding new N,‘s. One such method is applicable if 
N, is written in the form N(A) @ A @,Kx. x E N,, for then we can replace 
it with N(A) @ At-’ 0,K.u; and vice-versa. This will be called a t-factor 
change of basis; it is not an automorphism of N but a rewriting of the 
presentation of N as an induced module. Combined with the notion of A- 
based transvections it provides a group of automorphisms of N that is 
sufficiently large for our purposes. 
In the next section we will reap the interesting consequences of the 
following technical result. 
THEOREM 23. Let R = A,(t, t-‘; /I>, where K is cornpletel~~ reducible 
and IX,/? are injective; let N,,, M, be left A-modules and 
f : R 0, NO + R O4 M, be an R-linear map. Iff is surjective and N, isJinitelJ9 
generated then f can be written as a composite of finitely manJ1 t-factor 
changes of basis and A-based transvections of N = R @., NO, followed by a 
homomorphism induced from a surjective A-linear map fO to M,. 
In particular M, is finitely generated. 
Notice that f, will be an isomorphism if and only if f is an isomorphism. 
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Proof. Obviously N, can be written as N(A) @ A @,N(K) for a finitely 
generated A-submodule N(A), and a finitely generated K-submodule N(K), of 
N, ; for example, take N(A) = N,, N(K) = 0. Given such a representation we 
write L(A) =f(N(A)), L(K) =f(N(K)). We wish to alter N(A), N(K) and f 
so as to transform L(A) into M,, L(K) into 0. 
Let U be a Schreier basis for M = R OA M,. As N(K) is finitely generated, 
only finitely many elements of U occur as K-supports of elements of L(K); 
similarly, only finitely many elements of U occur as A-supports of elements 
of L(A). To measure the effectiveness of our procedures we associate with 
L(A), L(K) a totally ordered set as follows: For each n let L(A), denote the 
(finite) set of elements of U, which occur as an A-support of an element of 
L(A); and similarly let L(K), be the set of K-supports for L(K) in U,,. Now 
totally order the disjoint union of these totally ordered sets by putting 
. ..L(K)zn+z>L(A)zn+.>L(A)zn>L(K)zn+,>L(K)zn>L(A)?n~, ... . (30) 
The resulting totally ordered (finite) set will be called the index of the pair 
L(A), L(K). The set of indices is well-ordered by comparing two by the 
largest elements in the greatest of the sets (30) in which they differ. 
If L(A), L(K) fail to satisfy any one of conditions (24)--(28) then a 
remedial operation can be performed that will reduce the index. 
If (24) fails then some x E N(K) is such that fx is pure. If the leading K- 
support is u we assume e,x = x and o,(Jx) = e,. The map cp,f: 
N(K) + M + K has image Ke, and so splits and N(K) = N’(K) @ KS, where 
N’(K) is the K-submodule of N(K) consisting of all elements whose image in 
M does not have u as a K-support. Now if$y is t-pure, with u E ILL,+, , 
say, then apply a t-factor change of basis and replace N(K) with N’(K) and 
N(A) with N(A) @ At-’ @Jo Kx, so the A-supports off(t-‘x) add elements 
to L(A)Zn~,rL(A)Zn-*,..., but the element u has been removed from 
WL+ L which reduces the index. Otherwise JK is A-pure with 
~4 E W%,+2. say, and we replace N(K) with N’(K), N(A) with 
N(A) @A @,, Kx, which removes u from II.(K)*,+~ and adds the A-supports 
of$r to L(A),,+, , L(A)*,,..., which reduces the index. 
If (25) fails then some x E N(A) is such that fx is not A-pure. Thus 
~ZY E (Mz,, + tMzn) - M,, for some n, and hence the leading A-support, ru, 
say, ofJy is the t-leading K-support ofJx and Q&x) = cp,,(fi). We may 
assume crux = x and o,,(fx) = e,, . Now the map Ql,f: N(A) + M + A has 
image Aelu and so splits and N(A) = N’(A) @A oKKx, where N’(A) is the 
A-submodule of N(A) consisting of all elements whose image in M does not 
have fu as an A-support. Replace N(A) with N’(A) and N(K) with 
N(K) @ Kx. This removes fu from IC.(A)~~+, and adds the K-supports offx to 
L(K),, + ,- WG, ,..., which reduces the index. 
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If (26) fails then some x E N(A) is such that tfx is not f-pure. Thus 
~K~EMzn+t-‘Mzn)-Mzn+, for some n, and hence the leading A-support, 
u. say, of JY, is the A-leading K-support of ffx, and CD,@) = 
t-’ ~,(rfx) EAt-‘. We may assume e,fx= tx and q,(tfx) = e,. Now the 
map @,f: N(A)+ M-At-’ has image At-‘e, and so splits and 
N(A) = N’(A) @ At-’ @,Ktx, where N’(A) is the A-submodule of N(A) 
consisting of all elements whose image in M does not have u as an A- 
support. Apply a t-factor change of basis to replace N(A) with N’(A) and 
N(K) with N(K) 0 Ka. Now f(k) E tMz, + MZn = M,,,, , so we have 
removed u from L(A),,, and added the K-supports of f(w) to L(K)2,r.+ , , 
L(K)zn,..., which reduces the index. 
If (27) fails then some element of L(K) has a K-support u that is the 
leading K-support of a pure element rfi, where r E R and either y E N(K) 
with q,(b) = 0 or y E N(A). We may assume e,ry = r.i’ and cp,(f(r~)) = e,. 
Extend the composite cp,f: N(K) -+ M + K to an A-linear functional 
v,,: N(A) @A @,N(K) + A vanishing on N(A), so that w,,(y) = 0 in either 
case. There is then an No-based transvection sending each s E N, to 
x - w,(x) ry. Replacing f by its composite with this automorphism of N does 
not affect L(A) and it removes u from some L(K), and adds the lower K- 
supports offlrJ1) to L(K),, IC.(K),~, ,.... which reduces the index. 
If (28) fails then some element of L(A) has an A-support u (or ru) that is 
the A-leading (or f-leading) K-support of an element r-Jr, where r E R and 
either ?’ E N(K) or J E N(A) with @(,,,(f~) = 0. We may assume e,,,,ry = r-1’ 
and vdf(v:v)) = e,,,,. Extend the composite &,f: N(A) + M -+ At-’ + A 
(or @,,f: N(A) + M + A) to an A-functional Y,,)U: N, + A vanishing on 
N(K), so that Y,u,,,,(y) = 0 in either case, There is then an No-based 
transvection sending each x E N, to x - YU(x) t ‘rJ’ (or x - Yl,,,(x) q’). 
Replacing f by its composite with this transvection does not affect L(K) and 
it removes (f) u from some L(A), and adds the lower A-supports offlry) to 
UA),,, WLI,..., which reduces the index. 
Thus we can continue reducing the index of the pair L(A), L(K) by 
composing f with A-based transvections, by performing f-factor changes of 
basis, and by performing summand transfers between N(A) and N(K) (which 
do not change NJ as long as conditions (24)-(28) are not satisfied. By the 
well-ordering of indices, a finite number of these operations suffice to make 
(24)-(28) satisfied. Then by Lemma 2O(ii), L(A) = M,, L(K) = 0 and f is 
induced from a surjective A-homomorphism to M,,. 
What this proves is that there is an automorphism g of N that is the 
composite of finitely many f-factor changes of basis and A-based 
transvections such that fg: N + N + M is induced from a surjective A-linear 
map. Since g-’ is made up of the same types of automorphisms as was g, 
the result follows. 1 
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COROLLARY 24. If an induced R-module R @,M,, is finitely generated 
then the A-module M, is finitely generated. 
Proof. If f: R” -+ R aAM is surjective, the preceding theorem applies 
with N, = A”, so JM,, is finitely generated. 1 
9. PROJECTIVE MODULES, FREE IDEALS AND 
THE GENERAI. LINEAR GROUP 
Let us consider Theorem 23 in the context of categories. We write K-mod 
for the category of finitely generated left K-modules and let S,B(K-mod) 
denote the additive semigroup of isomorphism classes of objects of K-mod 
under the operation induced by the direct sum, 0. 
The homomorphisms K 3; A +)I R induce semigroup homomorphisms 
S&K-mod) $J S&A-mod) -% S,@mod) 
under tensor product, and the two composite homomorphisms are equal. Let 
us write S @ (R a,, mod) for the image of c. Then the following can be 
deduced. 
THEOREM 25. Let R = AR(t, t-‘; p), where K is completely reducible 
and a,p are injectioe. Then $‘: S&A-mod) -+ S&R @,A mod) is the 
coequalizer of the semigroup homomorphisms a’. B. In particular, if K is a 
ske,u$eld then q’ is an isomorphism. 
Proof. From the preceding remarks rj factors through the coequalizer 
and it remains to determine the conditions under which q( [M,]) = q([N,,]) 
for [M,], [NO] E S&A-mod). Thus we are considering an R-isomorphism 
of two induced modules, which by Theorem 23 can be decomposed as 
where @,“’ = N where the automorphisms are A-based transvections or 
induced automo;ihisms, and each Mf + ‘) ’ IS obtained from Mg’ by a t-factor 
change of basis. We wish to show that [M,,], [Mb”],..., [ME’] are identified 
in the coequalizer of 6, B, so we are reduced to considering the case where 
N, is obtained from MO by a t-factor change of basis. Thus we may write 
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and hence [M,] = [L,] + ~[Kx], [N,] = [L,] +p[Kx] in S,(A-mod). From 
this it is clear that [M,], [IV,] have equal images in the coequalizer of 6’. p, 
so the coequalizer factors through $ and the result follows. 1 
Our interest in Theorem 25 lies in its applicability to projective modules. 
Let us write A-pmod for the full subcategory of A-mod whose objects are the 
finitely generated projective A-modules. Since K-pmod = K-mod for K 
completely reducible, we have the following. 
THEOREM 26. Let R = A& tC’;P), where K is completely reducible 
and a,/3 are injectitle. Then 
S&K-mod) =t S,(A-pmod) + S&R-pmod) 
is a coequalizer diagram in the category of semigroups. 
Proof: Since shrinking the common codomain of a, /3 has the effect of 
shrinking the coequalizer, it suffices to show that q(S 0 (A-pmod)) = 
S @ (R-pmod). But this equality is immediate from Corollaries 22 and 
24. m 
COROLLARY 27. 
an isomorphism. I 
If K is a skewfield then S&A-pmod) + S@(R-pmod) is 
The completely reducible rings K for which Corollary 27 holds are 
precisely the finite direct products of skew fields of distinct characteristics. 
For if K is such a ring then for any A. 6, p” are obviously equal. Conversely, 
if K is not such a ring, let F be the smallest completely reducible subring of 
K, necessarily a finite direct product of prime fields of distinct charac- 
teristics. Let A be the coproduct K IIF K, and let a, /?: K--t A be the 
canonical maps into the first and second factors, respectively, so 
A = a(K) LIE&K) and R = AR(t, t-l; p) z K LI, F[t. t -’ 1. In the diagram 
S,(F-mod) S&A-pmod) - S&-pmod) 
/ 
(Ii 
S&K-mod) 
of semigroup homomorphisms, S&F-mod) is a proper subsemigroup of the 
semigroup S,(K-mod), and by [2. Corollary 2.111, S@(A-pmod) is the 
abelian-semigroup coproduct of two copies of S&K-mod) amalgamating 
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S&F-mod). From the form the relations take it is not difficult to show 
that S&K-mod) + S@(A-pmod) is not surjective. Now by Theorem 26, 
S&R-pmod) is obtained from S&A-pmod) by identifying the two images 
of S@(K-mod). Thus S&R-pmod) collapses down to S&K-mod) and 
S$,(A-pmod) + S,(R-pmod) is not injective. 
Henceforth we assume that K is a skew field. It is now unnecessary to 
specify that a, /? be injective, for if they are not then A = 0 and all our results 
hold trivially. 
We say a ring A is projectitle-free if every tinitely generated projective A- 
module is free of unique rank, or equivalently S&Z-pmod) + S&pmod) is 
bijective. 
THEOREM 28. If R = A,&, t-‘; p), where K is a skelvfield then each of 
the following classes of rings contains R if and only if it contains A : 
(i) projective-free rings; 
(ii) left firs; 
(iii) n-firs, where n is a natural number; 
(iv) semz$rs. 
Proof: Part (i) is immediate from Theorem 26; (ii) now follows by 
Corollary 18 and the fact that left firs can be characterized as projective-free 
left hereditary rings; cf. [ 11, Theorem 0.2.91. To see (iii), let A be an n-fir 
and M an n-generator R-submodule of a free (hence induced) left R-module 
F. By Theorem 21, M is induced, say, M z R OAMO. By Theorem 23 any 
surjection R” + M can be written as R” E R aA L, -+ R aAM,,, where 
L, + M, is a surjective A-linear map. By Theorem 25, R @,A” z R aAL,, 
implies L, z A” so M, is an n-generator submodule of the A-module AF. But 
.,,F is free by Theorem 17, so JM,, is free and hence ,$4 is free. The 
uniqueness of rank is clear from Corollary 27. Conversely, let R be an n-fir 
and M, an n-generator A-submodule of a free A-module F,,. By the left-right 
dual of Theorem 9, R,4 is flat and R @,d M, + R a,, F, is injective. So 
R &M0 is an n-generator R-submodule of a free R-module and so is free of 
unique rank. Now by Theorem 25, ,,M,, is free of unique rank w’,;ch proves 
(iii). Now (iv) follows by considering all natural numbers n. 1 
For our next applications we consider the general linear group GL,(R) of 
n x n invertible matrices over R. If x and z are a column and a row vector of 
length n over A such that LX = 0 then for any y E R, Z - XJ’Z is an element 
of GL,(R), and we shall call such a matrix an A-based transvection matrix. 
THEOREM 29. Let R = AR(tr t-‘; /I), where K is a skew field. Suppose 
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that n is an integer such that for all left A-modules P, if A 0 P z A” then 
P z A”-‘. Then GL,(R) is generated by GL,(A), 
and the A-based transvection matrices. 
For n = 1 this says that if one-sided inverses in A are two-sided inverses 
then the group of units of R is generated by the units of A, t, and 
{l-xyz~zx=0,z,xEA,yER}. 
ProoJ Any element of GL,(R) acts as an R-automorphism of R” by 
right multiplication. By Theorem 23 any automorphism of R” = R 0, A” can 
be written as a composite of isomorphisms of the following types: 
induced isomorphism R aA M,, r R @A N,, , 
A-based transvection R 0, M, 2 R @,d M,, 
t-factor change of basis R O,q M, = R O1 N,. 
In the first and last factors of this decomposition R 0, M, and R a,, N,, 
respectively, are given in the form R” = R 0, A” which means that the 
specified R-bases are induced from A-bases of M,, N,,, respectively. It is 
clear that we are free to specify n-element A-bases for all the other M,, N, 
that occur, and to let the R @A M,, R @,4 N, have the induced R-bases. This 
then gives a matrix factorization of our element of GLJR). Clearly, the 
matrices corresponding to A-based transvections in our factorization are A- 
based transvection matrices, and the matrix corresponding to the induced 
isomorphism is an element of GL,(A). Finally, for a t-factor change of basis, 
we know from our hypotheses on n, A that some automorphism of M, 
carries the given A-basis of M, to an A-basis ~1, ..., ~1, such that t * ‘11, ,..., c,, 
is an A-basis of N,,, so the matrices representing t-factor changes of basis 
belong to 
‘=,(A) (‘;I (,;-, ) GL,(A). 
This completes the proof. I 
A description of A-based transvection matrices is possible in the case 
where A is an n-fir. Here, for a row z and column x of length n over A, 
zx = 0 implies the existence of a CJ E GL,(A) and a partitioning such that 
zC/ = (0 *), U-‘x = ($). Then CT-‘(I, - xyz) U = I, - (z) y(0 *) = (‘, I”), 
which is a product of elementary matrices (that is, matrices that differ from 
the identity matrix in one off-diagonal entry). 
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COROLLARY 30. Let R = A& t-l;@, where K is a skewfield and A is 
an n-fir. Then GL,(R) is generated by GL,(A), 
and the elementary matrices. 1 
Alexander Lichtman has pointed out to me the interesting fact that in the 
case n = 1 we get an HNN group extension: let us write Un(R) for the group 
of units of R. 
COROLLARY 31. Let R = At&t, tt ‘;/I), where K is a skew field and A 
has no zerodivisors. Then Un(R) is the HNN group extension determined bj 
the two maps from CJn(K) to Un(A). 
ProoJ For each of the subgroups Un(aK), Un(j?K) of (In(A) choose a set 
of left coset representatives (I } U X, { 1 } U Y. respectively. Then the left 
action of Un(K) on Un(A), Un(tAtt’), Un(tA), Un(Att’) has as a 
transversal (l)UX, (l}UtYt-‘, (t}UtY, (tr’}UXt-‘, respectively. We 
consider the following signed sets: 
- x + - (t-l} uxt-’ - 
+ {t)utY+ + tYtt’ - 
Notice that a sign-linked expression c,c,-, . . . cO cannot vanish in the 
corresponding tensor product C, @ C,- I @ ..a @ C, (cf. the last paragraph 
of Section 3). In particular, each nonempty sign-linked expression is different 
from 1 in R. It follows that that HNN group extension embeds in Un(R), 
and by Corollary 30 is all of (/n(R). 1 
COROLLARY 32. Let R = AK(t, t-‘;/I), where K is a skew field, and 
suppose that X is a column of length n with entries from an induced left R- 
module. Then there is a U E GL,(R) such that R @,A”(UX) + R”(X) is an 
isomorphism. 
ProoJ: Essentially this was obtained in the first part of the proof of 
Theorem 28(iii): there is an A-submodule MO of R”X such that we may 
identify R”X with R @,.,M,. The surjection R” + R”X can be factored as 
R” z R @,q A” + R aa M, = R”X, where the first factor, call it U ‘, can be 
viewed as an element of GL,(R), and M, = A’UX. 1 
COROLLARY 33. Let R = Ak(t, t-l;@, where K is a skew field and 
suppose that X, Z are matrices otler R such that XZ = 0. Then there exist an 
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invertible square matrix U over R, and (not necessarily square) matrices B, 
C over A such that 
X=X’BU-‘, UCZ’=Z, BC=O. 
In particular, if xz = 0 in R there exist a unit u of R and elements bi, cj of A 
such that 
x=(x;b, + a.. +x;b,)u-‘, u(c,z; + a.. +cqz;)=z, bicj=O. 
Proof: Say X is r X n, and Z is n X c. We view X as a row vector 
6 , ,..., x,J with entries from ‘R, and Z as a column vector 
with entries from RC. Corollary 32 implies that for some ZJE GL,(R). 
R @,A”UZ + R”Z is an isomorphism. Let us replace Z with UZ and X with 
XV’. Then under the isomorphism ‘R @,A”Z -+ ‘R”Z the expression 
xi=, x, @ z, is mapped to XZ = 0 so is already 0 in 
‘R aaAnZ = ‘R aa(A”/Ker(Z: A” -+ RC)) which means that X is in the 
image of ‘R aa Ker(Z: A” -+ RC) in ‘R @,A” = ‘R”; that is, there is a 
matrix B over A such that X = X’ B, BZ = 0. Say B is p X n. By flatness of 
ARC, Ker(B: “RC -+ PRC) = Ker(B: “A + PA) BAR’ so Z is in the image of the 
latter in “RC; that is, there is a matrix C over A such that BC = 0, 
CZ’=Z. I 
The above proof incorporates the following correction to (21 supplied by 
Bergman: In the proof of [2, Corollary 2.16(ii)] the set V appearing at 
[2, p. 11, lines 6-81 should be replaced with afinite subset of itself such that 
VR still contains 4’. 
10. THE LEWIN-LEWIN EMBEDDING THEOREM 
Fix a skew field K and a torsion-free one-relator group G. 
Using combinatorial group theory and combinatorial ring theory 
Lewin-Lewin [21] constructed a skew field having the group ring KG as a 
subring. The difficulty inherent in obtaining this result was further 
aggravated by the limited information then available on the HNN ring 
construction. Now that more is known we can clarify the ring-theoretic part 
of their proof by translating the coproduct-and-skew-Laurent-polynomial 
arguments into HNN arguments. Our account is self-contained apart from 
the group-theoretic result [21, Proposition 21 and some fundamental facts 
about semifirs which we summarise in the next three results. 
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THEOREM 34 (Cohn). Let A + B, A + C be injectioe ring homomor- 
phisms. 
(i) If ,dB, ,C are free on bases XV {l), YU {l}, respectively, then the 
coproduct B II, C amalgamating A is free as left B-module on the family of 
all sequences of alternating strings y,x,y2xZ . . . in X, Y not beginning with an 
element of X (and including the empty sequence). 
(ii) If A is a sken:Jeld and B, C are semifirs then B LI,, C is a semiJir. 
Proof (i) See [8] or [2]. 
(ii) See [lo] or [2]. I 
THEOREM 35. Let a: A + B, p: A -+ B be injectiue ring homomorphisms. 
(i) If ,B, ,B are free on bases XV ( 1 }, YU ( 1 }, respectitlely, then the 
HNN extension B,4(tr t - ’ ; p> is free as left B-module on the farnil? of all 
linked expressions constructed from 
- x + - xtr’ u (t-1) - 
+ tYu(t)+ + tYt-’ - 
not beginning with an element of X or Xt--’ (and including the empt> 
expression). 
(ii) If A is a skew field and B is a semifir then B,4(t, t-‘;/I) is a 
semifir. 
ProoJ: (i) This follows from Theorem 19 and is not diffkult to prove 
directly. 
(ii) This is the “if’ half of Theorem 28(iv). fl 
Notice that, by induction, Theorem 34(ii) and Theorem 35(ii) each imply 
that for a free group F the group ring KF is a semitir. (It is in fact a fir.) 
Recall that for any ring R and set Z of matrices over R there is a ring 
homomorphism R + R(C-‘) that is universal with the property that each 
element of C is carried to an invertible matrix. We call R(C-‘) the matrix 
localization of R at C. An n X n matrix A over R is said to be full over R if 
it cannot be factored A = BC, where B is n x n - 1 and C is n - I x n. 
THEOREM 36 (Cohn). If R is a semifir and @ the set of full matrices 
over R then R(W’) is a skerz?field, denoted U(R). 
ProoJ See [ 11, p. 2831 or [22]. I 
We record two simple consequences, essentially due to Cohn. 
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COROLLARY 37. If R is a semifir and C a set of matrices over R such 
that R(C-‘) is again a semifir then U(R(C-‘)) = U(R). 
Proof Let @ denote the set of all full matrices over R and write 6 for 
the image of @ over R(C-‘). Since R(C- ‘) is a semifir, every invertible 
matrix over R(C-‘) is full so CG @ and by universal properties 
R(C-I)($-‘)= R(@-‘j = U(R). Thus every element of & is full over 
R(C-‘) and U(R(C-‘)) is a matrix localization of CT(R). But these are both 
skew fields so U(R) = U(R(,?Y’)). 1 
COROLLARY 38. If A, B are K-rings that are semifirs then 
U[ U(A) LI,B] = U(A LI,B). 
Proof: U(A) LI, B is a matrix localization of A Lt, B and the result 
follows by Corollary 37. I 
The basis of the Lewin-Lewin proof is a delicate induction based on 
lifting up information through HNN extensions. To simplify the exposition 
we introduce the following somewhat technical definition. 
Let A + B be a ring homomorphism, where A is a semifir and ,B is free 
on a basis containing 1 (so A -+ B is injective). A ring homomorphism B --t C 
will be said to lock A + B if the composite A -+ B --t C factors through the 
natural map A + U(A), and the multiplication map U(A) 0, B -+ C, is 
injective. The latter condition is equivalent to the left A-basis of B being left 
U(A)-independent in C, and in particular B + C is injective. Where B is 
viewed as a subring of C, we say C locks A + B; if, further, A is viewed as a 
subring of B then C is said to lock A in B. 
We begin with the transitivity property. 
LEMMA 39 (Lewin-Lewin). Suppose A E B G C E D are rings with A, B 
semifirs and ,,B, &free on bases containing 1. If D locks A in B and B in C 
then it locks A in C. 
Proof U(A) @,4 C = U(A) @,q B OR C G U(B) OR C E D, where the first 
inclusion holds since U(B) locks A in B, and J is flat. I 
LEMMA 40 (Lewin-Lewin). Suppose A c B G C, and D are all K-rings 
with A, C, D semifirs and ,4B free on a basis containing 1. If C locks A in B 
then U(C LI, D) locks A LI, D in B LI, D. 
Proof By Corollary 38, U(C LI, D) = U([U(A) LI, D] LI(.,,,,, C) = 
U(U[CJ(A) LI, D] LI,,(,, C) = U(U[A LI, D] LI,,,,, C), which contains 
U(A LI,D]. Let YU { 1 } be a left K-basis of U(A) containing a left K-basis 
of A, and let Z U { 1 } be a left K-basis of D. By Theorem 34(i) the sequences 
of alternating strings in Y, Z not beginning with an element of Y form a left 
U(A)-basis of U(A) LI, D containing a left A-basis of A LI, D. Thus there 
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exists a left U(A)-basis WV { 1 } of U[A LI, D] containing a left A-basis of 
A LI D. Also since C locks A in B there exists a left U(A)-basis X U ( 1 } of C 
containing a left A-basis of B. By Theorem 34(i) again, the sequences of 
alternating strings in W, X not beginning with an element of W form a left 
U[A LI, D]-basis of U[A LI, D] LI,.,,4, C E U(C J..I, D) containing a left 
A LI,D-basis of [A LI, D] U,, B = B LI, D. Thus U(C LI, D) locks A LI,, D in 
B&D. 1 
COROLLARY 41 (Lewin-Lewin). Suppose B, D are K-rings which are 
semifirs. Then U(B LI, D) locks D in B LI, D. 
Proof This is the case A = K, C = B of Lemma 40. [ 
LEMMA 42. Let A =t; B s C with A a semifir and aB, ,B free on bases 
containing 1. Suppose C locks a and /I. Then there are induced maps 
a: U(A) + C, /I: U(A) + C and a natural identification C,., ,,(t, t ‘; ,L?) = 
C,&, t-‘;P). 
Suppose further D g B with D a semifir and t,B free on a basis containing 
1. IfC locks D in B then C,J(t, t-l;@ locks D in B,d(t, t-‘:/3). 
Proof In R = C,(t, t ‘; /?) the skew subfields of C generated by aA and 
/IA are conjugate under t, and are isomorphic to U(A) so we have a natural 
map CU.4 ’(t, tm’;/I>- R with an obvious inverse, and we treat this as an 
identification. 
Let X U { 1 }, Y u ( 1 } be left U(A)-bases of ,C, ,C containing left A-bases 
of 3, ,B, respectively. By Theorem 35(i), a left C-basis of R is given by the 
set of all linked expressions constructed from 
- x + - xtr’u (t-11 - 
+ tYu{t}+ + tyt-’ - 
not beginning with an element of X or Xt ‘. This contains the correspon- 
dingly constructed left B-basis of B,d(t, t- ‘; /I) so U(D) @oB,d(t, t- ‘; p) = 
U(D)ODBQeB,(t,t-‘;p)ECO,B,(t,t-‘;8)CR, where the first 
inclusion follows from the fact that C locks D in B and B,d(t. t- ‘: p) is free. 
and hence flat, as left B-module. Hence R locks D in B,(t, tt ‘;p). n 
THE LEWIN-LEWIN EMBEDDING THEOREM. IfK is a skewlfieldand G a 
torsion-free one-relator group then the group ring KG can be embedded in a 
skew field. More precisely, if X is a set, w a cyclically reduced word in the 
free group on X which is not a proper power, and G = (X] w) the group 
presented on X with single defining relator w, then there exists a ske’c field 
that locks KG, in KG for every x E supp(w). Here G, denotes the subgroup 
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of G generated by the image of X- (ST}, and supp(w) the subset of X 
involved in w. 
Proof: Define the complexity of w (with respect to X) to be c(w) = (length 
of w) - ]supp(w)]. Where the presentation of G is clearly indicated, we shall 
refer to the complexity of G, denoted c(G). 
We argue by induction on c(G). If c(G) = 0 then G is obviously a free 
group such that G, = G for all x E supp(w), so KG is a semifir and the skew 
field U(KG) satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. 
Now assume c(G) > 0 and that the conclusion of the theorem holds for all 
one-relator groups of smaller complexity. By Lemma 39 and Corollary 41 
there is no harm in adjoining a new indeterminate to X so we may assume 
without loss of generality that Xf supp(w). We wish to express G as an 
HNN extension of a one-relator group of smaller complexity. Suppose we 
haveatEXandamapX-+Z,~bn~, with n, = 1, such that the resulting 
homomorphism to Z from the free group on X sends w to 0. The kernel of 
this homomorphism is freely generated by the elements x, = tm”xt”-“~ 
(x E X, x # t, n E Z) so 11’ can be expressed (uniquely) as a (cyclically 
reduced) word w’ in the x,, (and w’ is not a proper power). For a suitable 
choice of t E X and map X+ I one can arrange for c(w’) to be smaller than 
c(w). There are essentially two cases. If w has exponent sum zero on some 
t E supp(w) we take 
n,= 1 if x=f 
=o if x # t. 
Here length(w’) < length(w) - 2, 1 supp(w’) 1 > 1 supp(w)] - 1 so c(w’) < c(w) 
in this case. If no x E supp(w) has exponent sum zero in w then by 121, 
Proposition 21 for any I E X- supp(w) there exists a map X + I as above 
such that the resulting w’ has length(w’) = length(ic), /supp(w’)] > 
1 supp(w)] + 1, so c( w’) < c(w) in this case. Thus in any event we may 
assume c(M”) < c(w). 
For each x # t in supp(w) let m(x), M(x) denote, respectively, the least 
and greatest n such that x, E supp(w’). Let 
Y = (x,1x E supp(w), x f f, m(x) < n < M(x)}, 
Z= {x,]x@supp(w),xft,nE Z). 
Let H = (YU ZI w’) be the group presented on YU Z with single defining 
relator w’. Then c(H) < c(G) so by the induction hypothesis there exists a 
skew field V(KH) that locks KH,., in KH for each x, E supp(w’). Let 
Y, = {xn E Ylm(x) < n < M(x)}, 
Y.,, = (x, E YI m(x) < n < M(x)} 
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and H, = (Y,,, U Z I), H,,, = (Y,, U Z I) the free groups on Y,,, U Z, Y,,, U Z. 
respectively. There is an isomorphism p: H,w + H, that shifts the subscripts 
down by one. Since C(W) > 0 we can choose an x # t in supp(w) and then 
X m(x) E supp(w’) and H,w is a free factor of H,,,,,. Since V(KH) locks 
KH,m,x, in KH it locks KH,&, in KH by Corollary 41 and Lemma 39. 
Similarly V(KH) locks KH, in KH. By Lemma 42 we have a natural iden- 
tification of HNN extensions 
R = V(KH)r&t, t-l; P) = V(KH)p(KH,,,(f+ t-‘;P) 
and R is a semifir by Theorem 35(ii). Let the skew field U(R) be denoted 
V(KG). By generators and relations there is a natural identification 
KG = KHKMu (t, t-‘; p) so there is a homomorphism KG + R + V(KG). TO 
complete the induction step it remains to show that V(KG) locks KG, in KG 
for all x E supp(~). For this we shall need another description of V(KG). 
Let us fix an x E supp(~) with x # t. Let F be the free group on 
Y,=(4’,1yEX- (X,f),flEZ). 
Then H,, n F is a free factor of F, say, F = F, LI (H,w n F). Define Hf = 
HLIF,=(YUZUY,]w’), H,:=H,5,LlF,=(Y,,,UZUYX]). By Theorem 
34(ii) (or alternatively Theorem 35(ii) and induction) V(KH) II, KF, is a 
semifir and we can define V(KH+) = U(V(KH)LI,KF,). For any 
y, E supp(w’), V(KH+) locks KH: = KHs, LI, KF, in KHf = KH LI, KF, 
by Lemma 40. In particular, V(Klf+) locks KHZ,,,, in KHf, and H,: is a 
free factor of Hz,,,, so by Corollary 4 1 and transitivity V(KH’ ) locks KH,; 
in KH+. As before we construct an HNN extension which is a semifir, 
S= V(KH+),,;(c,t-‘;/I?)= V(KH+),.,,,;,(t,t-‘;P). 
But S is then a matrix localization of (V(KH) LI, KF,)(RH,,ullgF,,(f, tC’;P) 
which by generators and relations can be identified with 
V(KH),“.,,(f, f-‘; p), that is, R. So by Corollary 37, U(S) = U(R) = V(KG). 
For any .t’,, E supp(rv’), S locks KHln in KHL,;(f, t-l; /I) = KG by Lemma 
42, so V(KG) = U(S) 2 S locks KH;” in KG. In particular, V(KG) locks 
KH=“,X, in KG and F is a free factor of Hz,,,, so V(KG) locks KF in KG by 
Corollary 41 and transitivity. Now notice that the semifir KG, can be 
expressed as an Ore extension KF[t, t ‘; /3]. Thus the principal ideal domain 
WW[t, (-‘iPI is a matrix localization of KG, ; its skew field of fractions, 
U(KF)(t. t-‘;P), must be U(KG,) by Corollary 37. In the diagram 
CJ(KF) @&KG 
I 
1 V(KG) 
U(KF)[t, tr’:Pl chirKG 
/ 
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the upper arrow is injective since V(KG) locks KF in KG, and the vertical 
arrow is easily seen to be surjective, so the lower arrow is injective. Thus a 
left KG,-basis of KG remains left independent over U(KF)[t, t ‘; /I] in 
V(KG), so is automatically left independent over its Ore localization 
U(KG,). This proves that V(KG) locks KG, in KG for any x # t in supp(~r). 
It remains to show that if t E supp(w) then V(KG) locks KG, in KG. Thus 
suppose t E supp(w). Since 12’ is cyclically reduced there exists some 
x, E supp(w’) with n + M(x). Here H:, contains tP”f(X’G,t”‘“’ as a free 
factor. But V(KG) locks KHJ” in KG so by Corollary 41 and transitivity, 
V(KG) locks I?“~)KG~ twCx) in KG, so clearly locks KG, in KG. This 
completes the proof by induction. 1 
Remark. The Embedding Theorem also holds for twisted group rings. 
The only adaptation needed in the proof is that when the maps p are being 
defined their action on K must be specified, and this is determined by 
conjugation by t in KG. At the beginning of the proof when the new indeter- 
minate is added it should be specified that it commute with K. 
Il. K-THEORY AND THE MAYER-VIETORIS EXACT SEQUENCE 
In this section we look at one of the major results concerning HNN 
extensions, namely, Waldhausen’s exact sequence. Here we operate with the 
fixed hypotheses that there are given injective ring homomorphisms a, 
/I: K -+ A and K-bimodule splittings J, = a(K) OX, dB = P(K) @ Y. As 
usual R = AK(f, t -‘; /3). 
THEOREM (Waldhausen [26, p. 221 I). If K is right regular, right 
coherent and X, Y are left K-free then there is an exact sequence of abelian 
groups 
. . - -+ K,,(K) Kn’a)-Kn’5’ + K,(A) 2, K,(R) 2 K,- ,(K) +. . . . (31) 
Here the K,, n > 0, are Quillen’s functors [24]. and the K,, n < 0, are 
Bass’s functors [ 11. 
It is beyond the scope of a purely algebraic survey to give a proof of this, 
and we shall limit ourselves to outlining the least topological parts of the 
argument. We concentrate on verifying directly the following important 
consequence of the exact sequence. 
COROLLARY (Waldhausen). If k is a right regular right Noetherian ring 
and G is a torsion-free one-relator group then K,(k) -+ K,(kG) is an 
isomorphism. 
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From Dunwoody [ 151 and Lewin [20], for example, we know that, even if 
k is a field, finitely generated projective kG-modules need not be induced 
from k; what the Corollary tells us is they are at least “stably” induced from 
k. 
Let us set up the notation. Consider the K x K-subbimodule of M,(R) 
The tensor ring T= K x K(M) maps in a natural way to MI(R); and since 
‘R is an (M,(R), R)-bimodule, it is a (T, R)-bimodule. Further, as 
(K x K, R)-bimodule ‘R = (K x K) 0, R, so for any right K x K-module N 
there is a natural isomorphism 
We can now give Waldhausen’s analysis of isomorphisms of induced 
modules. 
THEOREM 43 (Waldhausen). Let M(K), M(A) be right K, A-modules, 
respectively. For any R-linear isomorphism K: M(A) a,, R -+ M(K) 0, R such 
that K(M(A)) 5 M(K) @,(A + (A) there exist right K-modules P, Q and a 
commuting diagram 
ulhere K, , K,, K, are isomorphisms of the indicated modules, and all other 
isomorphisms are natural. 
ProoJ From Theorem 8 with M, = A, we see that T actually embeds in 
M,(R). Let us identify T with its image in Ml(R) and write 
T= 
KO+R+ 
-Rf 
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Here +R+ denotes the K-subbimodule of R spanned by all (nonempty) 
linked expressions starting with + and ending with + constructed from 
+ tA + + tYf-’ - 
-X+ - At-’ -, 
and similarly for the other components. Notice that K @ +R+ and 
K 0 -R- are actually graded subrings of R. We shall write +R = 
+R+ @ +R- and -R = -R+ @ -R- viewed as K-subbimodules of R, and 
similarly for R+, R-. 
Since T= (K x K) @ M@, XR T we have a decomposition of K X K 
bimodules 
‘KO+R+ 
(, 
+R- 
-R+ K@-R- ) 
= (; ;)O (; ;I,‘) O,,, ( K!;f+ K;T;-) .P) 
Thus we have K-bimodule decompositions 
R=K@+R@-R 
=K@+R@(X(K@+R)@At-‘(KG-R)) 
=A(K@+R)@Arr’(K@-R). 
The latter is an (A, K)-bimodule decomposition. and the multiplication can 
be viewed as 0,. 
Thus we have a decomposition of K, 
M(A)O,R : + M(K) O,R 
II 
II WK)(R+) 
M(A)(K Cij +R+) 0 M(A) t-‘(-R+) 0 
M(A)(+R-) @ M(A) tr’(K @ -R-) 0 
M(K)(R -). 
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This means that M(K) has two K-submodules P, Q such that M(K) = P 0 Q 
and K is the sum of two K-linear isomorphisms 
K,:h’.f(A)(K@+R+)@hf(A)t-‘(--R+);--tbf(K)(R+)@P, 
K2 : M(A)(+R-) @ M(A) f-‘(K @ -R-)---y-+ M(K)(&) @ Q. 
From the left-right analogue of (32) we have decompositions of R as (A, A) 
and (K, A)-bimodule, respectively: 
R=A@A(K@+R+)rA@A(+R-)A@Ar-‘(-R+)fA 
@At-‘(K@-R-)A, 
R = A @ (R-) A @ rA @ (R+) rA. 
Thus we can express K in the form 
M(A) OAR -2 M(K) 0, R 
II II 
[(M(A)@@ +R+) 0 M(A) t-‘(-R+)] tA 3 (M(K)(R+) @ P) tA 
0 / 0 
WA 1 CA QtA @ PA 
[(M(A)(+R-) 0 M(A) t -‘(K 0 -R-)] A K?A (M(K)(R-) @ Q) A. 
Since K,~A, K~A are isomorphisms, K~ must also be an isomorphism of A- 
modules and we have a commuting diagram 
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It remains to analyse K’. The restriction of K’ to PA @ QtA is given by 
KoK;‘, and so can be expressed as the sum of the identity map on 
PA @ QtA and some A-linear map PA @ QtA+PtA 0 QA, since we have 
the hypothesis K(M(A)) G M(K)(A 0 tA) = PtA @ QtA @PA @ QA. 
Thus the restriction of K’ to P is the sum of the identity map on P and 
some K-linear map K; : P + PtA @ QA. Further K’(P) = K 0 K, ‘(P) G 
K(M(A)) = K,(M(A)) which meets PtA @ QA = PtA 0 Q CiJ QX in PtA @ QX 
so we can write K;: P + PtA @ QX. 
Similarly the restriction of K’ to Q is the sum of the identity map 
on Q and some K-linear map K;: Q -+ (PtA 0 QA) t-‘. But K’(Q) = 
K(Ki’(Qt) t-‘)G K(hf(A) t-‘) = K,(hf(A) I-‘) which meets PtAt-’ @ QAt-’ 
in PtYt-’ @ QAt-’ so we can write Kb: Q- PtYt-’ @ QAt-‘. 
These maps determine a K x K-linear map 
which in turn determines a T-linear endomorphism of (P 0 Q) OK XR T. The 
sum of this endomorphism with the identity endomorphism we denote K~. It 
is easy to see that K,@,(~R) = K’ so to complete the proof we need only 
show that K~ is an automorphism. 
There is a decomposition of graded (K X K, K)-bimodules 
Notice that the first summand is actually the left T-submodule of ‘R freely 
generated by (:). Thus we have a split exact sequence of graded right K- 
modules 
The automorphism K’ of the middle term induces the endomorphism KT on 
the first term. It is not difficult to check that the endomorphism induced on 
the third term differs from the identity map by a degree reducing map. so it 
is an automorphism. Thus, as K’ is an automorphism, we see that K, is also 
an automorphism, which completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 44. Let P, Q be right K-modules. For any R-linear 
automorphism K of (P @ Q) BKR such that K(P @ Qt) G (P @ Q) @ (A 0 tA) 
there exist right K-modules P’, Q’ and a commuting diagram 
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(P’@,A@Q’@,tA)@.~R 
/1 
KT &R 
where K~, K,, K, are isomorphisms of the indicated modules, and the other 
isomorphisms are natural. 
Proof. Take M(K)=P@Q, M(A)=P@,A@Q@,rA in 
Theorem 43. 1 
Notice that in the case where P, Q are finitely generated free K-modules, K 
determines an element of K,(R) while Q, Q’ determine elements of K,(K) 
whose difference lies in the kernel of K,(a) - K,(P). Since every element of 
K,(R) is represented by such a K (by linearization by enlargement) we can 
see what Waldhausen’s map 6, : K,(R) + K,(K) must look like, but proving 
the map exists is quite another matter. We shall look at a very special case. 
Let k be the kernel of the abelian group map a - /?: K + A. so k is a 
subring of K. Since U, /I agree on k there is a ring homomorphism 
k[t, t-‘1 + R. Hence we have maps K,(A)+ K,(R), K,(k[t. (-‘I)- K,(R), 
K,(T)+ K,(M,(R)) = K,(R) and using Corollary 44 one can prove the 
following. 
THEOREM 45. If K,(k)- K,(K) is onto then K,(A)@K,(k[t. (-‘I)@ 
K,(T) + K,(R) is onto. 1 
It turns out that by imposing conditions one can eliminate the K,(T) term. 
The basic abstract result is the following. 
THEOREM 46. Let S be a right regular right coherent ring and M an S- 
bimodule that is left S-flat. Then the natural map K,(S) -+ K,(S(M)) is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof(sketch). We consider the category whose objects are pairs (PJ), 
where P is a finitely presented right S-module and f is an S-linear map 
f: P+ P@,M such that the induced S(M)-linear endomorphism of 
P OS S(M) is nilpotent; the morphisms in this category are to be the obvious 
ones. Since M is left flat, and S is right coherent, it follows that this category 
is abelian. 
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Let (P,f) be an object in this category, so the composite of the sequence 
is zero for some n, say, n = d. Let P, denote the kernel of the composite (33) 
so we have a sequence 
O=P,cP,c...EP,=P with f(P,) G P,_ , 0 h4 
for n> 1 (34) 
since the kernel of the composite of the last n - 1 maps in (33) is P,_ , @ M 
because A4 is left flat. As P is finitely generated we can alter the sequence 
(34) in such a way that each of the P, is finitely generated. But S is right 
coherent and P is finitely presented so each of the P, is finitely presented and 
we have a chain in the category 
0 = (P,J) G (P, ,.I-) E ***E (P&f) = (PJ) 
such that each of the quotients is of the form (P,/P, _, , 0). Since S is right 
regular right coherent each (P,,/P,-, , 0) has a resolution 
O+(P,,,,O)+.. + (P,,O, 0) + (P,,/P,-,, 0)-t 0, where each of the Pni is 
finitely generated projective. 
Let us call an object (P,f) of the category elementary if P is projective 
and there is a chain (34) with each P,/P,-, projective. 
By standard arguments the foregoing shows that every object (P,f) of the 
category has a resolution by elementary objects. In particular. P can be a 
finitely generated free module. 
By linearization by enlargement arguments, any element of K,(S(M)) can 
be represented by an invertible matrix with entries in S @ M, and the 
foregoing shows further that the element can then be represented by an inver- 
tible matrix with entries in S; that is, K,(S) -+ K,(S(M)) is onto, so it is an 
isomorphism since there is a retraction from S(M) onto S. 1 
COROLLARY 47. If S is a right regular right coherent ring then K,(S) + 
K,(S[x]) is an isomorphism. fl 
COROLLARY 48. If K is right regular right coherent and X, Y are left K- 
jlat and K,(k) -+ K,,(K) is onto then K,(A) @ K,(k[t, t-l]) + K,(R) is onto. 
ProojI By Theorem 46, K,(K x K) + K,(T) is onto, so the result follows 
by Theorem 45. n 
We now recall the fact that allows one to convert results about K, to 
results about K,. 
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THEOREM 49 (Bass-Heller-Swan). For any ring S there are maps 
K,(S) -+ K,(S [x, x - ’ 1) + K,(S) which compose to the identity, and are 
natural in S. 
Proof See [25, Sect. 161 or [ 1, Sect. XII.71 (cf. (26, Corollary 18.21). 1 
COROLLARY 50 (Grothendieck). For anv ring S, if S[x] is right regular 
right coherent then so is S[x, X-‘1 and the maps K,(S)- K,(S[x])+ 
K,(S[x, x-‘1) are isomorphisms. 
Proof: Since each finitely presented S[x, A- ‘]-module is induced from 
some finitely presented S[x]-module, and any S[x]-resolution of the latter 
lifts to an S[x,x-‘1 resolution of the former, we see S[x,x-‘1 is right 
regular right coherent. By starting with a finitely generated projective 
S[x, x-’ ]-module we see further that K,(S[x]) -+ K,(S[x, x-‘1) is onto. 
Finally, by Corollary 47 with S[x,x-‘1 in place of S we see from 
Theorem 49 that K,(S) + K,(S[x]) is an isomorphism, and the result is now 
clear. 1 
COROLLARY 5 1 (Waldhausen). If K[ x is right regular right coherent ] 
and X, Y are left K-flat and K,,(k) -+ K,(K) is onto then K,(A) -+ K,(R) is 
onto. 
Proof: By Corollary 50, K[x.x-‘1 is right regular right coherent and 
K,(k[x, XC’]) --) K,(K[x, x-’ 1) is onto and X[x,x-‘1, Y[x,.u-‘1 are left 
K[.K, x-II-flat so, by Corollary 48 and Theorem 49, K,(A) @ K,(k[t, t-l]) + 
K,(R) is onto. But K,(k[t, t-’ 1) has the same image as K,(K), so 
K,,(A) + K,(R) is onto. 1 
Waldhausen [26] calls a group G regular coherent if for every right 
regular right Noetherian ring S, the group ring SG is right regular right 
coherent; for example, free groups are regular coherent by Corollary 14 and 
induction. In the same vein let us say G is K,-trivial if for every right regular 
right Noetherian ring S the map K,(S) -+ K,(SG) is an isomorphism. 
THEOREM 52 (Waldhausen). Let a, /?: L + H be two group monomor- 
phisms and G the resulting HNN group extension. If L is regular coherent 
K,-trivial and H is K,-trioial then G is K,-trivial. 
Proof Let S be any right regular right Noetherian ring. Then SL[x] = 
S[x] L is right regular right coherent and K,,(S) + K,(SL) is onto, so by 
Corollary 5 1, K,(SH) + K,(SG) is onto. In particular, if H is K,-trivial then 
so is G. m 
THEOREM 53 (Waldhausen). Every torsion-free one-relator group is K,- 
trivial. 
481’81’2-14 
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ProoJ: By induction it follows easily from Theorem 52 that free groups 
are K,-trivial, since we have already observed they are regular coherent. 
Now we proceed by induction on the complexity of the relator, as defined 
in the previous section. If the complexity is zero then the group is free and 
we have taken care of this case. Thus we may assume we have a torsion-free 
one relator group G of complexity greater than zero. By [ 2 1, Proposition 2 1 
the coproduct G LI L can be expressed as the HNN extension resulting from 
two group monomorphisms a, /I: L + H, where L is a free group and H is a 
torsion-free one-relator group of smaller complexity than G. So by the 
induction hypothesis G II Z is K,-trivial. and hence so is the retract G. I 
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